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Can anything be more dangerous than messing with someone's history? I think
not—even if you have the best intentions, you're bound to get something wrong,
or at least to look at things from a limited perspective. Our last issue was a case
in point. Sharp-eyed, long-memoried readers caught several historical errors in
the timeline, which we thankfully have corrected for future versions of the
timeline, and others took exception with the way we dealt, or didn't deal, with
some aspects of Rice. Read the letters to the editor for their comments, and check
our next issue for those letters we didn't have space for this time. We apologize
to one and all for any erroneous information or incomplete coverage.
But mistakes or no, we are not yet finished with history. As the university nears

the end of its first hundred years, notable moments in its development will pass
their century marks. Even more significant, with the public launch of the Rice: The
Next Century Campaign, Rice is poised on the cusp between its illustrious past
and a future of incredible promise, and its history is what has brought it, and us,
to this moment.
The campaign itself is highlighted in "Campaign Kickoff," but for a more

philosophical look at where Rice has been and, more important, where it is going,
you'll want to read President Malcolm Gillis's "Rethinking the University: Rice
in the 21st Century." In it, he examines the characteristics that make Rice
distinctive among American universities before he goes on to address the
university's needs and the challenges—intellectual as well as physical—it will face
in the years to come.
As The Next Century Campaign progresses, the Rice campus will experience a

level of physical plant development seldom seen in the past. For the next couple
of years, in fact, there will be nearly as many contractors on campus as there are
undergraduates. New buildings will be going up, historic but outdated facilities
will be renovated, and, in a couple of instances, old and inadequate buildings will
be completely replaced. The goal is to give Rice the kinds of facilities that will
allow it to achieve to the fullest extent its dual roles of teaching and research. In
this issue, we're starting a series titled "Building Boom" to keep you apprised of
campus renovations and new construction. And if you haven't been to campus in
some time, look for the campus map, which shows all the current buildings as well
as footprints for buildings presently under construction.
We continue in the historical vein with our next feature: a portrait of William

Marsh Rice, who died 100 years ago on September 23. The circumstances of his
death are well known, so rather than replay them, "William Marsh Rice: A
Centennial Portrait" commemorates the life of the man for whom Rice University
was just the final entry in a long list of remarkable deeds. It is truly astonishing
how important Rice was to the development of Houston and all of Texas. His
many accomplishments are woven into the very fabric of our city, and precisely
because of this, it is perhaps more astonishing that his achievements have largely
been forgotten except for the university that was his crowning jewel.
Our final feature, by David D. Medina, is not historical or prognostic, but it

certainly represents a dichotomy, and one that is very unexpected. Its subject,
alumna Sarah Cortez, is a Houston-area police officer and, at the same time, a
celebrated poet.
So, enjoy the issue. As always, we hope there is something to interest you.

044
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THERE'S A FINE (TIME)
LINE BETWEEN LOVE

AND HATE

Hoo Boy! Are you going to catch it!
First SWC championship for Rice in
1949? There are a bunch of folks
who think that occurred in 1934.
That includes my father-in-law, Lou
Hertenberger, line coach at Rice,
1929-39. In fact, I believe there
were several SWC championships
between 1934 and 1949. We enjoy
the Sallyport and naturally won't
hold this against you!

BRUCE '55 AND MARY Lou
HERTENBERGER LAUBACH '58

Colloc Station, Texas

Indeed it did happen in 1934 under
Coach Jimmy Kitts. He again took
the Owls to SWC victory in 1937. In
1946, under Jess Neely, the Owls tied
with Arkansas for the conference. We
apologize for the error.

—Eorrow

I rather carefully read "Assign No
Upper Limit: A Historical Look at
Rice," and I noted several errors
One ofthe items in question states

that the Engineering Society was
disbanded in 1941. It was disbanded,
but well after 1941. The story I got
was that following the annual Engi-
neering Society initiation, typically
held at San Jacinto Inn, the initiates
were taken out in the country and
left to get back the best way they

could. The navy types missed cur-
few by a wide margin, causing disci-
pline problems, and alarmed par-
ents of civilian initiates kept calling
Dean Weiser for the rest of the
night. The society had been on thin
ice with Dr. Weiser for some years,
and this did it!

I was president of the society in
fall 1942, and I know it was going
strong when the engineers and ar-
chitects left in April 1943. Mv knowl-
edge of the story after spring 1943
is based on the Rice Owl, the under-
graduate humor magazine that, in
1939, became a humor/alumni
news publication. The last reference
to the society I have is in the March
1944 issue. I have no Ow/ copies
from April 1944 through February
1946—they either didn't catch up,
or the army didn't forward them.
After the February 1946 issue there
are no references to the society, so
apparently it was abolished some-
time between March 1944 and June
1946, but I can't pin it down any
closer than that.
The society was revived in fall

1946 under strict faculty "guidance"
and was alive in May 1947. It seems
to have expired after the spring of
1947, since I see no reference to it in
any Rice publications, but I don't
know who or what did it in.

Also in 1941, the number of na-
val ROTC trainees stated to be 530
is way too high. The Thresher (Sep-
tember 10, 1942) states that the
NROTC unit would inaugurate its
second year with a total almost
double that of the previous year. In
addition to the expected 90 upper-
classmen returning to continue their
training, approximately 100 fresh-
men would be admitted to the
course. Thus it would appear that
the number of NROTC types was
nearer 200 instead of 530. The state-
ment that naval trainees outnum-
bered civilian men two to one is
obviously way off base. The state-
ment that no civilian men lived on
campus is totally in error; civilians
lived on campus through May 1943.

JOHN E. PA'nu_s3 '43

Dallas, Texas

You are certainly to be congratu-
lated on the spring 2000 edition.
While I am still reading (with great
interest), I wanted to thank you for
the splendid chronology on pages
21-33—what a lot of work! Thank
you for that; it makes good reading
for old duffers.

LARRY PRO-IN '43

Austin, Texas

I want to commend you on the
interesting recent issue, especially
the pages devoted to the early his-
tory of Rice. I was in the fifth class,
1920, and shortly will reach the age
of 99. I'm not able to travel much
and would like to know if there are
other members of my class, or ear-
lier classes, still alive.

J. RAY PETERSON '20

Jefferson City, Missouri

Dear Mr. Peterson—I've checked
with alumni records, and to the best
of our knowledge, you are Rice's
oldest living alumnus.

—EDITOR

A HISTORICAL OMISSION

It seems in their list of Rice alumni
writers in the article, "Shaping a
Century," David Kaplan and Chris-
topher Dow omitted a familiar
name: David Kaplan Westheimer
'37, author of 15 novels, one work
of nonfiction, a Broadway play,
and a recent collection of poetry,
The Great Wounded Bird, winner
of the Texas Review Press 2000
poetry prize. Can't be ageism be-
cause he's a contemporary of the
late Johnny Goyen and not a whole
lot older than John Graves. Maybe
you thought Westheimer was just
a Houston street. And it's Hubert,
not Hibert, Mewhinney—least it
was when David Westheimer
worked with him at the Houston
Post.
Dooms Ranisim KAropa WERTHEIMER '42

Houston, Texas

Certainly David Westheimer de-
serves a mention in any short list of
prominent Rice alumni authors. He
wasfeatured in our April/May 1992
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RETURN ADDRESSED

issue, and The Great Wounded Bird
is reviewed in this issue.

-EDITOR

THE ISSUE OF DIVERSITY

As the years pass, I find myself in-
creasingly occupied with history. This
ft)llows perhaps logically from my
studies at Rice and some of my cur-
rent work as a minority newspaper
owner, publisher, and editor docu-
menting the events and issues of one
of Tulsa's minority communities.

I turned to the newly arrived
spring 2000 Sallyport and read
through "Assign No Upper Limit:
A Historical Look at Rice" in fasci-
nation with the degree of detail,
from genuinely and profoundly sig-
nificant to, perhaps, slightly less so,
for example, the founding of
Valhalla. Primed by the brief page 5
article by David Medina about Rice's
kudos from Hispanic magazine for
"our commitment to diversity," I
read and then re-read to see if your
article was indeed "inclusive" and
"diverse." To my dismay, I found it
was not. The gay community, still
one of the most despised minorities
in America and against whom it
remains legal to discriminate, is miss-
ing from your history of Rice.

Being rendered invisible, being
so despised that your very existence
is denied, may be one of the worst
indignities that contemporary mi-
nority Americans experience. At least
being attacked means they know
you're there. Worse, this
noninclusive history does Rice in-
justice too: When asked to make a
greater commitment to nondiscrimi-
nation than federal or Texas law
requires, Rice's response was to
pledge not to discriminate against
lesbians and gay men and to add the
term "sexual orientation" to its Af-
firmative Action/Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity statement. When
we sought to form an alumni group,
Rice again behaved appropriately,
though certainly with courage, and
said to us that we too are welcome.
My somewhat mild dismay at

Sallyport, however, changed to ut-

CULTURE
ter fury as I turned a few pages and
found that the failure of your his-
tory article to be inclusive paled
beside the institutionalized bias of
your article, "Eyes of a Different
Culture" headlined as "Diversity at
Rice moves in the right direction."
While it is regrettably common

practice to treat the term "minority"
as a synonym only for race and
ethnicity, stemming from sloppy fed-
eral government usage, I am ap-
palled to see a Rice University publi-
cation do so. Gay people at Rice are
clearly also a minority and face many
of the issues that religious, racial, and
ethnic minorities face: institutional-
ized prejudice, fewer opportunities
and unequal pay/benefits for equal
work, a profoundly biased law en-
forcement and justice system, and a
political system in which we are not
simply underrepresented but are the
object of scorn.
To read Medina's article, one

would never know that there are any
gay students, or faculty, or alumni
of Rice University, or even in Hous-
ton. And one wonders if Rice's ad-
ministration is equally narrow in its
view of the world. For example,
does Dr. Gillis's President's Coun-
cil on Minority Affairs perpetuate
the same reprehensible and sloppy
use of"minority" as a synonym only
for race/ethnicity and fail to in-
clude gay people and issues in the

mix? Has our administration com-
mitted ANY resources to make sure
that Rice's diversity includes gay
people?
From reading Sallyport and the

periodic letters of Dr. Gillis, I'd
begun to imagine that Rice, ofwhom
I've been so proud, was a better
place. But after reading this issue of
Sallyport, I am recalled to my place,
reminded that gay people at Rice
apparently not only are not part of
our proud diversity but are so far off
your radar we just don't count at all.

TOM NEAL '80

Editor/publisher, Tulsa Family News
Tulsa, Oklahoma

I read with interest David D.
Medina's "Eyes of a Different Cul-
ture" (spring 2000). If Rice is trying
to increase the number of students
from some racial and ethnic groups,
then it is necessarily discriminating
against those from all the other
groups. This is wrong. It is also a
mistake to equate race and ethnicity
with culture, background, experi-
ence, or perspective. Rice should
just focus on admitting the best
students and forget about their skin
color and ancestry.

ROGER CLEGG '77

Vice President and General Counsel
Center for Equal Opportunity

Washington, D.C.
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David Medina's article "Eyes of a
Different Culture," in the spring
2000 issue, made me proud to be a
Rice alumnus. Rice has certainly
become more diverse and reflective
of the changing demographics since
the arrival of President Malcolm
Gillis. The value of diversity is being
recognized in many regimes as not
only the right thing to do but as an
economic and business imperative.
The minority population in the U.S.
is about 25 percent of the total and
is projected to be at least 50 percent
by 2050. Minority- and women-
owned businesses are growing at a
faster pace than major corporations
and are contributing to the U.S.
economy in terms of employment,
revenues, and tax base. Also, these
sectors are being targeted by major
corporations as emerging markets
because of the growth of their size-
able market and buying strength.
Many recent diversity initiatives

show the commitment of Rice to
walk the talk. Dean Gil Whitaker,
Dr. Will Uecker, and Kay Henry led
the Jones Graduate School of Man-
agement to co-sponsor the Hous-
ton Hispanic Professionals Leader-
ship Day with the National Society
of Hispanic MBAs. Ann Greene of
Alumni Affairs encouraged Rice al-
ums to form the Society of Latino
Alumni of Rice (SOLAR) and the
Association of Rice University Black
Alumni (ARUBA) to forge stronger
bonds with Rice. The formation of
an independent foundation by Rice
alumni, Recruitment into Collegiate
Education through Minority Schol-
arships, shows their vision, interest,
and commitment to diversity and
their interest in training the leaders
of tomorrow.

HENRY 0. HERNANDEZ, JR. 978

Founding President of SOLAR
Humble, Texas

I very much enjoyed reading David
Medina's article "Eyes of a Differ-
ent Culture" in the spring 2000
issue of Sallyport. Knowing that a
school of Rice's caliber is deter-
mined to create a diverse commu-
nity is inspiring, especially in light of

the challenging environment in
which the university must operate
(i.e., the Hopwood decision). All of
the scholarship opportunities the
university has created, along with
the effort it is expending to ensure it
has a diverse community of people,
make it very clear that Rice is deter-
mined to succeed in this endeavor.
My years at Rice were definitely

enhanced by the friendships I had
with fellow students of various ethnic
and religious backgrounds. Since I
grew up in a small Southeast Texas
town, my experience with other cul-
tures was limited prior to attending
Rice. My Rice experience was greatly
enhanced because I had the opportu-
nity to learn how to operate effec-
tively in a diverse environment. In
addition, having a diverse undergradu-
ate experience was excellent prepara-
tion for my entry into the workforce.
Thanks for letting us know about

the university's admirable efforts!
ANDREA SHEN EI-LERS '88

Bellaire, Texas

AND OTHERS

The subject this issue is certainly
interesting; however, picky World
War II navy vets, such as myself,
would like to set the record straight.
Your story about former president
Bush on page 6 referred to him as a
fighter pilot. Actually, his "bird"
was a Grumman TBF "Avenger"
torpedo bomber. For your informa-
tion, I was a member of the first class

of Naval ROTC cadets mentioned
on page 25 under 1941 events. That
class was commissioned in February
1944 and was sent to the fleet. My
own experience included the
Okinawa Campaign, the Philippine
Liberation operations, and the Japa-
nese Occupation Forces.

L. R. ..RusH" KLEIN, JR. '47

Fort Worth, Texas

I just received the spring 2000
Sallyport. Can I safely assume that
the photograph of a baseball sta-
dium that appears on page 1 directly
under the sentence "A record crowd
gives a warm welcome to Reckling
Park, the Owls' new baseball sta-
dium" was not taken during the
event itself? If it was, can you tell me
what record the crowd set?

KEVIN COYNE '78

Atlanta, Georgia

The photo was not taken during the
record-setting event, which was the
largest crowd for a baseball homegame
in Rice's history. See the photo below
for a shot of the opening day crowd.

—EonraR

Thanks for producing each quarter
such a polished journal. Some of my
clients are in publishing, and I often
present Sallyport to them as an ex-
ample of a journal they would do
well to emulate.

KEN GRIMSBY '79

Eugene, Oregon

1, .UU
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Chiefs of Staff Give Insiders'
View of Tough D.C. Job

When 10 former White House chiefs of staff from both major political parties got
together in Washington, D.C., on June 15 to discuss their roles, there was more
agreement than dissent. Whatever their political differences, it was obvious that
these men all shared a special bond of public service.

The daylong "Forum on the Role of
the White House Chief of Staff," held
at the Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars, was sponsored by
Rice's James A. Baker III Institute for
Public Policy. "This was a unique Baker
Institute conference on two fronts,"
said institute director Edward P.
Djerejian. "It was the first Baker Insti-
tute conference held in Washington,
D.C., and the first time so many White
House chiefs ofstaffhave been brought
together to analyze and discuss what
can be called the second most difficult
job in Washington."

In his keynote address, James A.
Baker, III, former secretary of state
and secretary of the treasury who served
as chief of staff for Presidents Reagan
and Bush, set the tone for the day. The
position of chief of staff, he said, "can
be summed up by four Ps: people,
politics, process, and policy. It is the
task of the chief. of staff . . . to assist the
president in getting the first three
right" so that an administration can
"fulfill its ultimate goal: the formula-

JAMES A. BAKER, III, CHIEF OF STAFF

UNDER TWO PRESIDENTS, LEFT, AND BAKER

INSTITUTE DIRECTOR EDWARD P. DUEREJIAN

ABSORB THE VIEWPOINTS OF CHIEFS OF STAFF

FROM DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN

ADMINISTRATIONS.

JAMES A. BAKER III
IF FOR PUBLIC Po

UNIvuosiT

FORMER CHIEFS OF STAFF WHO SHARED THEIR THOUGHTS ABOUT THE POSITION ARE, FROM LEFT,

SEATED, HOWARD H. BAKER JR., JOHN H. SUNUNU, JAMES A. BAKER, III, AND RICHARD

CHENEY, AND STANDING, ERSKINE BOWLES, THOMAS F. "MACK" MCLARTY, SAMUEL

SKINNER, JACK WATSON, KENNETH M. DUBERSTEIN, AND LEON E. PANETTA.

tion and implementation of effective
domestic and foreign policy." The chief
of staff, he said, "while very powerful,
is what the title implies—a staffer, not
a principal."
Those sentiments were echoed

throughout the day as the men dis-
cussed the highlights and pitfalls of a
job that President Carter's chief of
staff Jack Watson called "a reflector of
the president's power."
Other participants included former

Senator Howard H. Baker Jr. (Ronald
Reagan), Erskine Bowles (Bill
Clinton), Richard Cheney (Gerald
Ford), Kenneth M. Duberstein
( Reagan), Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty
(Clinton), Leon E. Panetta (Clinton),
Samuel K. Skinner (George Bush),
and John H. Sununu (Reagan).
During four panel discussions, the

men shared experiences, insights, and
ideas with humor and poignancy.
Among the many areas of agreement

K.

were the job description (decided by
the president and different in every
administration); the need for more
civility in politics; the impossibility of
totally separating the reelection staff
from the White House staff; the
amount of time that should be spent
doing the job (no more than two
years); and the great opportunity of-
fered to anyone who serves in the
position.
"The deliberations were an out-

standing success from all accounts,"
Djerejian said. "The chiefs of staff not
only analyzed the role of this key
position at various stages of a presi-
dency but also provided keen insights
based on their personal experiences.
This conference will definitely make a
lasting contribution to the body of
knowledge on the presidency for stu-
dents, researchers, historians, and the
general public."

-MARGOT DIMOND
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New Leadership
ihwElected to Board

Four Houstonians—Albert Y.
Chao, K. Terry Koonce, Steven
L. Miller, and Karen Hess
Rogers—were appointed to
the Rice University Board of
Trustees for four-year terms
that began July 1, 2000.

In addition, longtime Rice board mem
ber James A. Elkins III was appointed to
a new six-year term, and Albert Nicholson
Kidd and Wylie Bernard Pieper were
named trustees emeriti.
Chao is president of the Houston

based Westlake Group, an integrated
manufacturer and marketer of petro
chemicals, polymers, and fabricated
products. He serves on the boards ot
the National Petrochemical and Refin
ers Association, Junior Achievement 01
Southeast Texas, and Houston Grand
Opera; on the advisory board of the
Asia Society in Houston; and as na
tional chair of the Society of Families-
Rice University.
Koonce is president of ExxonMobil

Production Co. and a Rice alumnus. He
is a member of the American Petroleum
Institute and serves on the board ot
directors of the Greater Houston Part-
nership and the United Way of the
Texas Gulf Coast. He has served as a
member of the advisory council of Rice's
George R. Brown School of Engineer-
ing, the board of regents of Pepperdine
University in Malibu, California, and
the board of trustees of Stevens Insti-
tute of Technology in Hoboken, New
Jersey. He is co-chair and member ot
the board of directors of the U.S.—
Azerbaijan Chamber of Commerce.

Miller is chairman of the board of
directors and president and chief ex-
ecutive officer of Shell Oil Co. Active
in the business community, he serves
on the boards of several local and na-
tional organizations and institutions.
He is a member of the board of direc-

tors for Applied Materials Inc., an in-
ternational supplier of semiconductor
water processing systems and services.
He is a director for the American Pe-
troleum Institute and is a member of
the National Petroleum Council and
the Business Roundtable. He also is on
the board of governors for the United
Way of America and is a trustee for the
United Way of the Texas Gulf Coast.
He serves on the board of advisers for
Rice's James A. Baker III Institute for
Public Policy and is a member of the
Texas Governor's Business Council.

Rogers is a Rice University alumna
and founder and first president of the
Rice Historical Society. She also is a
member of the Friends of Fondren Li-
brary board of directors and serves as
chair of the Gene Hackerman Scholar-
ship for the Women's Athletics Execu-
tive Committee. She currently serves as
Rice Historical Society program chair
and is a Rice University Fund Council
member at large. She also has served as
an adviser and as second vice president
of the Association of Rice Alumni and
has presided over the Society of Rice
University Women. She is the recipient
of a Meritorious Service Award and a
Friends of Fondren Library Volunteer
Service Award.

Elkins, chairman of Houston Trust
Co., has served three four-year terms on
the Rice board, beginning in 1980. In
addition to contributing to Rice, he is a
member of numerous professional and
community organizations and serves as a
director for Texas Children's Hospital
and St. John's School.

Kidd, business affairs manager for
Exxon Upstream Development Co., is a
Rice alumnus who has been actively in-
volved with the university since 1973.
He has served two four-year terms on the
board, beginning in 1989.

Pieper, who owns Pieper Interests, has
served on the board since 1996. A Rice
alumnus and former president of Brown
and Root, he has volunteered for the
university in a variety of leadership roles
since 1977. He received the Rice Distin-
guished Alumnus Award in 1998 and the
Outstanding Engineering Alumnus
Award in 1992.
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525,000 CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITY

ONE LIFE

Annual
Payment Tax-Frcc

gc(s) Rate Total Portion 

70 7.5% $1,875 $890

75 8.2% $2,050 $1,084

80 9.2% $2,300 $1,343

85 10.5% $2,625 $1,706

TWO LIVES

70-70 6.8% $1,700 $762

75-75 7.3% $1,825 $913

80-80 8.0% $2,000 $1,114

85-85 9.0% $2,250 $1,391

Deductitm

$10,825

$11,548

$12,380

$13,392

$9,398

$10,036

$10,858

$11,793

NOTE: CAIr.r 1 ATIONS RASP, r-IN QUARTERLY PAYMENTS

For Mort- Information:
Please call us. We will be happy to
provide individual gilt illustrations and
calculations or details about other giv-
ing oeranittes at Rice University.

Till PLANNED GIVING On I(
— 1 3 - 348-461(1

ANN ft m.Ati ti It
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR Or DEVELOPMENT

713-348 435 • .ijuiig@iicc.cdit

IUNT RATE.

Charitable giving doesn't have to be a one-way
proposition. It is possible to make a charitable gift
and to have a stream of payments flow back to v(111
at the same time—all while enjoying N'aluablc
income-tax benefits.

There are a variety of charitable strategies that
allow you to realize such benefits. One of the
oldest—and most popular—is known as the chari -
table gift annuity. Rice University offers favorable
rates fbr charitable gift annuities. This is good news
for persons who want to make an important
charitable gift but need to retain a source of cash
flow based on the value of donated assets.

A very attractive feature ofthe gift annuity is its
simplicity. The gift annuity is a straightfbrward
instrument that does not require extensive, com-
plicated legal documents. Rut even though it is
simple, the gift annuity can be a powerful plan-
ning tool. Annuities are flexible, dependable, and
safe. They can be excellent investments for those
concerned with ensuring steady income beyond
their peak earning years.

At its heart, a gift annuity is simply a contract between a donor and a

charity, such as Rice University. In exchange fir a gift ofa specified amount,
Rice agrees to make specified annual payments for life to one or two

beneficiaries. Our obligation to make gift-annuity payments is backed by all
the assets of Rice University, not just by the amount contributed for any

individual gift annuity.

Example: Mary R., age 82, Class of 1937, had a certificate of

deposit maturing. She decided to make a gift of $25,000 to Rice

University. In return, Rice promised to pay Mary $2,400 (9.6%) a

year for the rest of her life.

The amount of the annuity payment depends on the age(s) of the
individual(s) receiving the annuity and the amount of the gift. In addition
to receiving an income-tax charitable deduction, a donor may also receive
tax-free income as a portion of each annuity payment. The table shows the
various payout rates at different ages, the tax-free portion of each payment,

and the charitable deduction calculation for an annuity established for one
or two lives.

Funding a gift annuity with long-term appreciated stock is an excellent

way to minimize and spread out the capital gain tax. Part ofthc appreciation

escapes capital-gain taxation entirely, and the portion of capital gain that is

reportable may be spread out over the donor's life expectancy.
A charitable gift annuity offers many attractive benefits for the security-

minded individual. A gift annuity may be established with Rice beginning

at age 50 for a minimum contribution of $25,000. If your objectives

include receiving a guaranteed, dependable income for life, substantially
reducing income tax, providing additional income for other family mem-

bers, or shoring up your income for a comfortable retirement, all while

making a significant gift to Rice University, a charitable gift annuity may be

an attractive alternative for consideration.
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New Connections

Enron Corp., one of the world's leading electricity,
natural gas, and communications
companies, has announced two
partnerships with Rice University
to advance business education and
to promote the development of an
international electronic campus.

"Our relationship with Enron advances many
common goals—seeking excellence in all that
we do and finding new ways to serve our
constituencies," says Rice president Malcolm
Gillis. "We both intend to seize on the mani-
fold opportunities offered by the information
revolution, and we are taking a significant step
in that direction."

PRESENTING AN E XONMOBIL

FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL

MATCHING GIFT TO RICE

PRESIDENT IVIALCOLM GILLS,

THIRD FROM LEFT, ARE, FROM

LEFT, ALBERT KIDD, PLANNING

MANAGER AT EX X ONMOBIL

DEVELOPMENT CO. AND RICE

BOARD MEMBER; TERRY

K OONCE, PRESIDENT OF

EX XONMOBIL PRODUCTION CO.
AND RICE BOARD MEMBER; AND

BOB DALTON, RETIRED DIVISION

MANAGER AT EXXON

PRODUCTION RESEARCH CO.

Through a $5 million endowment, Enron
will fund two new chairs in Rice's Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Management—one in electronic commerce and the other in risk
management. Rice also has formed an alliance with Enron Broad-
band Services to locate equipment at Rice for connection to
Enron's fiber optic network. Enron will participate in Rice's Jones
School e-commerce curriculum and broadband technology re-
search and development projects, and the company also will
provide a platform for streaming broadband applications devel-
oped by Rice, including distance learning programs, webcasting,
electronic marketing initiatives, online tours, and briefings. Part of
the effort is aimed at providing a broadband connection between
Rice and International University Bremen in Germany.
In a separate donation, Enron chairman and chief executive

officer Kenneth Lay and his wife, Linda, made a $3 million
contribution to initiate Rice's development of a research and
teaching center focused on the study of markets in transition. The
center—a joint undertaking between the Jones School and the
Department of Economics—will examine issues raised by the
deregulation, privatization, and evolution of markets such as
energy and bandwidth and will investigate the economic effects
and implications of regulation and new forms of global competi-
tion.
"We are extremely pleased to support Rice, a premier learning

institution for technology and science," Lay says. "We believe
these initiatives will bring tremendous benefits to Enron from a
recruiting and business perspective."

ExxonMobil
Presents Rice
with Largest
Corporate
Matching Gift

On May 15, representatives from
ExxonMobil presented Rice president
Malcolm Gillis a matching-gift check for
$660,000, the largest corporate matching
gift Rice has ever received.
"Rice gave many of us a wonderful

education," said Terry Koonce '60, presi-
dent of ExxonMobil Production Co. and
Rice board member, "and I think most
graduates feel an obligation to make it
possible for others to receive their educa-
tion. And besides that," Koonce quipped,
"we're driven to outdo Texas A&M and
Louisiana State University." Also on hand
were Albert Kidd '64, planning manager at
ExxonMobil Development Co. and mem-
ber of the Rice Board of Trustees, and Bob
Dalton '53, retired division manager at
Exxon Production Research Co.
ExxonMobil Foundation's Educational

Matching Gift Program provides a 3-to-1
match by the foundation for the contribu-
tions of ExxonMobil employees, retirees,
surviving spouses, and directors to institu-
tions of higher education with which they
have an affiliation.

-DAVID K APLAN
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Nokia-Funded
Graduate

Fellowships to
Benefit All Sides
Since 1995, Nokia has been gen-

erously funding research projects
at Rice with about $500,000 an-
nually. Recently, the Finnish in-
ternational mobile phone supplier,
whose areas of research include
wireless and wireline telecommu-
nications, gave Rice an additional
$50,000 to fund the Nokia Gradu-
ate Fellowship in Engineering for
two years.

Sidney Burrus, dean of the
George R. Brown School of En-
gineering, says that Rice and
Nokia have forged "one of our
most successful university-indus-
trial relationships. It cuts across
both research and education and
is beneficial to Rice and Nokia.
We get ideas from them, they get
ideas from us, and we create ideas
together."
The Nokia graduate fellowship

will help bring the best students
in the world to the Rice program,
but that is just the beginning.
Steven Gray, principal scientist at
the Nokia Research Center, says
that his company looks to Rice for
research collaboration and recruit-
ment as well. "The research re-
sults from supporting Rice have
been of great value to Nokia, and
we've been able to recruit very
fine students," Gray says. For the
past two years, Rice interns work-
ing at Nokia have been named the
company's international "interns
of the year."

Rice is working with Nokia on
four major research projects: wire-
less cellular, wireless local area
network, a wireless testbed devel-

opment project, and a quality-of-

service network.

-DAVID K ARLAN

Center Sustains Links
to German Culture

It looked like the end for Houston's Goethe Institut.
Since 1981, the institute had been a focal point for
German culture and language in the city, offering a
wide variety of language courses, conferences, lec-
tures, art exhibits, films, music, dance, and theater.

But faced with deficits created by
the cost of German reunification,
the German government recently
began shutting down branches of
the nonprofit organization in vari-
ous locations in the United States.
l'he Houston branch was to be closed
List December.

Fortunately, Rice officials heard of
the impending closure the previous
October and began negotiating to
acquire the local branch. That effort
came to fruition in February with the
establishment of Rice's newest inter-
disciplinary research and education
center—the Goethe Center for Cen-

tral European Studies. The center

will enable Rice to expand knowl-

edge and understanding of German
culture by tapping into the university's
strong academic reputation and its
regional, national, and international
connections, particularly with the new
International University Bremen
IUB) in Germany.
Community outreach also will be

a strong component, and the city of

Houston as well as Rice will benefit

from the center's ability to bring

important German cultural figures—
writers, artists, and political lead-
ers—to the campus. Members of the
community who want to take courses
in German language will be able to
take newly offered Rice courses
through the School of Continuing
Studies.
Another important aspect of the

acquisition is the institute's library,
which was donated to Fondren Li-
brary: 5,500 volumes, 700 videos,
and an unspecified number of audio

recordings. "The donation," Caldwell
says, "will construct a rich array of
German language materials in sup-
port of the center." Some of these
materials will be digitized for use
internally and through the Internet,
and some of them will be of use to

IUB.
"The project is a huge challenge,-

says Peter Caldwell, associate pro-
fessor of history and German studies
and first director of the program.
"But it offers a real possibility for
giving the study of Central Europe
at Rice a national profile."
The center's proposed goals in-

clude providing cultural events for
the German-speaking community and
supporting a strong scholarly and re-
search orientation. Developing edu-
cational resources is another crucial
aspect of the new program. "We want
to offer more undergraduate courses
on Central European culture and
politics," Caldwell says. "And we're
suggesting a series of graduate semi-
nars, where we will invite distin-
guished speakers to lead seminars,
allowing graduate students to have
close interaction with noted scholars
from the United States and Europe."

Caldwell says he hopes the center
will promote connections among
scholars of German-speaking Cen-
tral Europe throughout the Hous-
ton area and will serve as an informa-

tion center that can connect
researchers with fellowship sources

from across the world.

-PHILIP MONTGOMF

10 SALLYPORT
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THE FOREST AND THE TREES

If Paul Harcombe
envies colleagues who
study fruit flies, with
generations that can be
measured in weeks, no one
could blame him. For 30
years, Harcombe, a professor of ecol-
ogy and evolutionary biology, has
studied forests, where generations
span decades.
Harcombe is trying to understand

forest dynamics—how forests change
over time—by collecting data on tree
populations in the Big Thicket area in
East Texas, noting which trees die and
which survive each year. He is com-
paring dry, moist, and wet forests
consisting of hardwoods and pines,
hoping first to create a clear record of
how a forest population changes and
then to interpret that record to learn
about the interaction of natural and
human forces in causing the change.
"What I'm seeing is partly a con-

sequence of what happened in the
past and also knowing year-to-year
changes," Harcombe says. "In the
Big Thicket, for example, some
populations, especially American
beech and ironwood, decreased more
than I expected."
Many researchers would like to

know how big storms impact forests
to create space that allows new trees to
come in. While some scientists have
postulated major changes in tree popu-
lations due to storms, Harcombe says
that when a hurricane hit one of the
East Texas forests in 1986, damage
from wind was minimal.
But storms can lead to flooding,

which can play a role as well. A 1989
flood in one study area had a bigger
effect than he would have expected,
causing the loss of nearly 10 percent

of the trees. The ironwood decline in
the Big Thicket was caused by a pro-
longed flood, though it still is not
known why the beech trees suddenly
started to die.
But Harcombe has found that for-

est change is more through tree-by-
tree replacements rather than because
of devastating storms. "What I see is
that the natural disturbance regime is
not as intense as was thought," he
says. "This may be a little bit surpris-
ing to many people. We are influenced
by major events, such as hurricanes
and tornadoes, and we tend to ex-
trapolate from them. The natural ten-
dency is to overemphasize the impor-
tance of these events. We have to
remind ourselves that, in most forests,
most ofthe time, those extreme events
are not a major factor."

It is possible that this type of re-
search could have implications for the
forestry industry. "If we do want to
manage forests in a different way, this
information will help us understand
that we're doing it for valid reasons,"
Harcombe says. "If the forestry indus-
try could somehow mimic the natural
process, that would be good."
Harcombe's research has gotten a

boost with a three-year, $164,000
grant from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation. The grant will allow
Harcombe to summarize 20 years of
data to identify long-term trends in
forest growth and decline. But he cau-
tions that care must be taken in inter-
preting the findings, because 20 years
is a relatively short period of time in
the life of a forest.

UNR AU

DOUBLE
YOUR

DOLLARS

TO THE RICE UNIVERSITY

ANNUAL GIFTS CAMPAIGN, AND

YOUR SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS

GOES TWICE AS FAR!

Just follow these simple steps:

• Make a gift to the Annual Gifts Campaign.

• Find out if your employer (or your spouse's
employer) matches gifts to universities. If you are
retired, check to see if your previous employer
will match your gifts to universities.

• Get a corporate matching-gift form from your
human resources office and send it to the Rice
University Annual Gifts Campaign. Some com-
panies require just a phone call. Yours may be
one; check with your human resources office.

You've just doubled your dollars to the
Rice UniversityAnnual Gi6s Campaign.

SUPPORTING YOUR FAVORITE

INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION

IS THAT EASY!

QUESTIONS?

Call 713-348-4991 to obtain more informa-
tion about doubling your dollars to the Rice
University Annual Gifts Campaign through
the corporate matching-gifts program.

Rice University
Annual Gifts Office—MS 81
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251-1892
713-348-4991
kfoyle@rice.edu
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The paper wasp, or Polistes dominulus, has a unique and
unexpected social system: About one-third of the wasps
that protect a nest aren't related to the queen wasp.

in building a nest in the spring.
Only the dominant queen lays
eggs. The rest act as helpers,
engaging in risky foraging for
nectar and insects to help nur-
ture the queen's offspring and
defending the nest from preda-
tors and from other females
wanting to be queen. Many of
the queen's helpers are her
sisters and cousins, but others
are unrelated.
The researchers collected four

sets of nest colonies in central
Italy. They extracted short se-
quences, or rnicrosatellites, of
DNA from individual eggs in
the nests and from adult wasps
to deduce which wasps were
related and which were not.

"It's understandable that
related wasps would want to
protect the nest, because
they're essentially preserv-
ing the family genes,"
Queller says. "But the moti-
vation for unrelated helpers
is puzzling."
"Why do unrelated subor-

dinates help if they're not re-
warded with direct or indirect reproduction?" asks Joan
Strassmann, professor of ecology and evolutionary biol-
ogy. "No other social insect is known to accept such

Biologists Discover Wasps' Surprising Social System

Rice biologists collaborating with researchers at the
University of Florence made this surprising discovery
through genetic studies of 240 wasps from 89 nests in
Italy. "Thirty-five percent of the nestmates we studied
early in the season were unrelated to the queen of their
nest," says David Queller, professor of ecology and
evolutionary biology. "But they adopted a deeply
subordinate role to protect the nest for the queen and
help nurture her eggs." This combination of lack of
kinship and subordination among helpers, reported in
the June 15 issue of the scientific journal Nature, has
not been observed among other social insects, such as
ants and bees.
The wasps in question mate in the fall, store the sperm

while hibernating during the winter, and then cooperate

profound submission to nonrelatives when other op-
tions are available."

Strassmann and Queller speculate that the chance of
inheriting the nest if the queen dies—a frequent occur-
rence—serves as motivation for nonrelatives to protect
a nest. "The only compensation for giving up other
reproductive options is a chance of later reproduction,
as in some vertebrate societies where the advantage is
inheritance of a territory or a mate," the scientists
concluded in their Nature paper.
The study was funded by the National Science Foun-

dation and Italian MURST.

—B. J. Almond
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Jones School
Garners Diversity

Awards
"Successful businesspeople must be
comfortable with diversity," says Gil-
bert Whitaker, dean of the Jesse H.
Jones School ofManagement. "They
must understand that the best busi-
ness decisions come from multiple
perspectives." The Jones School is
not only actively promoting diversity
in its faculty and students and in its
approach to teaching business lead-
ership, but it also is attracting na-
tional recognition for those efforts.

Last spring, the Jones School was
named Outstanding Corporate/
Community Partner of the Year by
the National Black M.B.A. Associa-
tion (NBMBAA). The award salutes
the school's support of NBMBAA's
mission to create economic and in-
tellectual wealth in the African Ameri-
can community. The Jones School is
the first community partner to re-
ceive the award. Corporate partners
have included Enron, Minute Maid,
and Continental Airlines.
And this summer, the Jones School

received the Brillante Award from
the National Society of Hispanic
M.B.A.'s (NSHMBA). The annual
award recognizes those who foster
Hispanic leadership through gradu-
ate management education and pro-
fessional development. It is presented
annually to a corporation, a non-
profit organization, an educational
institution, an individual, and an
NSHMBA member. Past institu-
tional and corporate winners of the
Brillante Award include the Ander-
son School of Business at UCLA,
Citigroup, ARCO, Hewlett-Packard,
and the Quaker Oats Company.
"We're very pleased to have our

efforts to serve both our students
and our larger community recog-
nized by the NBMBAA and the
NSHMBA," Whitaker says. "We are
enriched by our association with or-
ganizations that give the community
so very much."

Rice Is "Hot!"
We always knew Rice was hot, and we don't mean
the temperature of the rugby field on an August
afternoon. And now, How to Get into College, a
guide published by Kaplan/Newsweek, is letting
everyone know it, too. The 2001 edition, which
went on sale in August, has named Rice one of this
year's "hottest colleges."

Rice was the only Texas school among the nine "hot" colleges mentioned
in the guide. The others were New York University, the University of
Southern California, Northwestern, Washington University in St. Louis,
Miami University of Ohio, Rhode Island School of Design, Claremont
College, and Kansas State.
The guide cites Rice's impressive endowment, top-quality academics, a

low student—faculty ratio, Division I sports, and warm residential college
system and calls Rice "one of Houston's hidden treasures." It also remarked
that "like other schools with strong technical reputations, Rice is known for
its zany side—its marching band pranks are legendary."

MN7 L P TAD 1 3
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Checkmate
The beauty of chess, says Lee Hyder '58, is that you
never get too old to play it. "But the younger players
do make you feel old," he adds facetiously.

In his 48 years of playing chess as a
hobby, Hyder has done impressively
well: He reached the rank of expert, a
step below master, and became co-
champion of Houston in 1958, the
same year he started the Rice Chess
Club. He claimed state tournament
championships in South Carolina,
Georgia, and Tennessee and was a
member of the U.S. Chess Federation
for several years, starting in 1967.
Hyder refined his knowledge of the

game in part by studying chess books
he gathered over
the years. This
year, Hyder do-
nated his collec-
tion of 129 vol-
umes to Fondren
Library. "I was at
Rice recently and
went to the library
to see what chess
books were avail-
able, and it didn't
seem like much,"
says Hyder, who
lives in Aiken,
South Carolina, and is retired from his
job of 35 years as a chemist for a
government nuclear site. "That's what
gave me the idea of donating them to
Rice."
Many of the books are out of print

and fairly rare. They include biogra-
phies of chess masters, accounts of
international chess tournaments,
games and moves compiled by chess
experts, and some general instruction
on how to play the game. For ex-
ample, there's Checkmate in Prague
by Ludek Pachman, who was a Czech
political dissident and chess master.
Another book, A New Era: How Garry
Kasparov Changed the World of Chess,
is an account of the matches Kasparov
played against IBM's Big Blue com-
puter. There also is A Catalog of Chess
Mistakes by Andrew Soltis.

Tow/ BERNING AND JOON CHOE WITH LEE

MYDER'S CHESS LIBRARY.

"Lee Hyder has done a careful job
in building an outstanding collection
of chess books," says Fondren librar-
ian Robert G. Sabin. "We thank Lee
and his wife, Penny, for making their
collection available to the Rice com-
munity. Because of a long interest in
chess at Rice, I think our students will
find these books not only helpful in
playing the game ofchess but interest-
ing for the political and cultural rami-
fications that the game has had on
international affairs."

One group
that certainly will
benefit from the
books is Gambit:
The Rice Chess
Society. Tony
Berning, who
graduated last
spring, and senior
Joon Choe, both
of Hanszen Col-
lege, revived the
dormant chess
club in fall 1999.
Senior Daniel

Felix was the first from the group to
win a chess tournament, which took
place at the University of Houston.
And the society hosted its first annual
Rice Chess Tournament, open to all
Rice undergraduates, graduate stu-
dents, and faculty and staff members,
last April. With the donated books, the
club plans to increase its arsenal of
chess strategies and to continue to win
more tournaments.
Those interested in Gambit: The

Rice Chess Society should visit
http://www.rufrice.edu/—chess/.

—DAVID D. MEDINA

Hackerman
Award Created

7

The Hackerman Award,
a new research award
named for chemist and
ormer Rice president
orman Hackerman, has
een created to recognize
oung Texas scientists.

nitiated by the Welch Foun-
ation, one of the nation's old-
st and largest sources of pri-

vate funding for basic research
in chemistry, the award will be
given every year to a Texas-
based chemical researcher and

ill include a $100,000 cash
prize. The award is designed
pot only to acknowledge sci-
ntists' work but also to rec-
gnize and encourage those
who are embarking on careers
dedicated to increasing the fun-
amental understanding of

chemistry.
Hackerman was president
f Rice from 1970 until 1985.
He also served as president of

e University of Texas at
Austin. A former chairman of
he National Science Board,
ackerman provides leader-
hip to the American Chemi-
al Society, the National
cademy of Sciences, and the
ational Research Council,
mong many other organiza-

tions. He has received the Na-
onal Medal of Science from
resident Clinton and the
annevar Bush Award, the
ational Science Board's

highest honor.
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NEW ONLINE

PRESIDENTIAL WRITINGS

The "President's Welcome" on Rice's homepage has links to
Malcolm Gillis's speeches, alumni letters, and other writings.
See http://www.rice.edu/, or check out http://
www.rufrice.edu/—presiden/.

FOR MUSIC LOVERS

The Shepherd School of Music has established a weekly e-mail
listserv to help keep music lovers informed about upcoming
concerts and student recitals. Visit http://www.ruf.rice.edu/
—musi/calset.shtml, and choose the Shepherd Concerts Mail-
ing List option.

SPACE SCIENCE

The new multidepartmental Rice Space Insti-
tute (RSI) has created an electronic listserv for
people interested in learning about and partici-
pating in RSI activities and meetings. RSI will
be involved in education and outreach pro-
grams, and it will continue the close partner-
ship between the physics and astronomy de-
partment and NASA in the exploration of the
terrestrial space environment, the solar system,
and the distant universe. To sign up, send an e-
mail to listserv@listserv.rice.edu with the text
"subscribe rsi username@host firstname
lastname." Members of the service will get e-
mail notices of RSI meetings, news, and events.

GREEN OFFICE GUIDES

Are you trying to make your office more envi-
ronmentally friendly but don't know where to
start? The Rice Integrated Waste Management
Services' Green Office Guide at http://
WWW rice.edu/— re cyc le//guide s/ officeguide. h tml has tips on
how to use less paper, make less trash, save electricity, and
generally reduce the environmental impact of your office. And
check out http://www.rice.edu/—recycle//guides/
buyrec.html fbr information on buying recycled-content paper
that looks just like normal office paper and costs less than many
nonrecycled papers.

the Rice Thresher
Horne elected SA treasurer

:
•••••
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RUPD

The Rice University Police Department's website has been
named one of the finest online law enforcement agency sites by
Law and Order Magazine. Judges called it "an excellent site,
well-designed and full ofinformation. There's lots ofinteractivity
here, with online forms for use, a complete directory of staff,
and an up-to-date page of recent department activity and
incidents." The site, located at http://rupd.rice.edu/, won
first place for college and campus police departments in the
amateurly designed category.

les, Martel theater rrivi‘g grant

Thresher Named
One of Nation's Best

College Papers

When Jett McAlister, former editor of the
Rice Thresher, submitted the paper to Asso-
ciated Collegiate Press (ACP) last spring,
he did it to get an insightful analysis of its
work. What the paper received was an All-
American rating, the organization's highest

rating awarded to univer-
sity student newspapers.
"We wanted a compre-
hensive critique of the
newspaper from some-
one who knows what
they are talking about,"
McAlister says. "We got
a lot of good feedback.
What contributed most
to us getting the rating
was the dedication ofour
staff. Everyone works re-
ally hard to put out a
good paper."
The Thresher has won

•

the All-American rating
in previous years, and this
year it also received four
out offive possible marks
of distinction. About 20

percent of reviewed university newspapers
are rated All-American. ACP reviewers'
comments about the Thresher include:
"Tremendous coverage ofcampus and off-
campus news; great variety of topics on
page one," "Strong editorials that stake
out a clean position and defend it well,"
"Very well-written reviews," and "Your
paper is exceptionally good—great cover-
age, well-written and beautifully designed.
Your paper is truly one of the best and a
model for most."

UNR ALI
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The Great Wounded Bird
The great wounded bird, trailing smoke, skims the surface
of the Mediterranean, then plunges into the water. The
seven crew members who make it alive out of the doomed
World War II bomber are captured by Italians and taken
to a monastery that has been converted to a prisoner of
war camp.

David Westheimer '37 has dealt with
his experiences as a bomber crew mem-
ber and POW more than once, nota-
bly in Sitting It Out: A World War II
POW Memoir. And anyone familiar
with his novel Von Ryan's Express (or
the movie version starring Frank
Sinatra) will recognize source mate-
rial for that story described in the
pages of Westheimer's latest book,
The Great Wounded Bird (Texas Re-
view Press, 2000). Here, though,
Westheimer tackles the subject in po-
etry, and the results earned the 2000
Texas Review Poetry Prize.
In free verse and simple, expository

language that relies strongly on imag-
ery and tone, The Great Wounded
Bird gives a chronological account of
Westheimer's experiences, beginning
with his departure from the United
States and moving through his time as
a flier and POW to liberation and the
present time. The crash scene, de-
picted in the title poem, is not the
beginning of The Great Wounded Bird.
Before that, Westheimer describes his
almost uninvolved participation in a
war that seems distant to him and the
ways he and his fellow fliers cope with
daily life in a foreign land. The poems
in this section are not without the
irony that only historical perspective
can provide: He mentions, for ex-
ample, vacationing in Beirut, "the Paris
of the Mediterranean."
Suddenly, however, the war is no

longer remote as it reaches up and
plucks his plane from the sky, plung-
ing him into the gritty hardships of
internment. He is quartered the first
winter in an Italian monastery con-
verted to a prison, where the simple

act of bathing beneath an unheated
tap is a frigid ordeal and where pleas-
ant dreams of home are as abhorrent
as nightmares because waking is a
return to the harsh reality of prison
life. After a time, he and his fellow
prisoners are transferred to a German
POW camp, and he takes part in forced
marches and boxcar rides across fro-
zen landscapes.
Nor is Westheimer as personally re-

mote from the world he once flew
over. Prior to the crash, he speaks of
soaring over cities and whole coun-
tries as if they were empty of meaning,
but afterward, he talks almost exclu-
sively about people. In the prison, the
barriers of color, creed, and national-
ity break down, and he meets fellow
prisoners with whom he remains friends
for life. And there are welcome inter-
ludes where he sneaks away from the
camp to mingle with local German
peasants and clergy and trade POW
soap, tea, and cigarettes for eggs, po-
tatoes, and jam.
And then comes liberation, and with

it some of the book's more poignant
moments, as Westheimer finds aid
among the soldiers who set the prison-
ers free. But for Westheimer, the act of
liberation is just another moment in a
continuum, and through the years, he
reconnects with many of his compatri-
ots, most of whom are now gone ex-
cept in memory.
And memory is the real crux of The

Great Wounded Bird. While the po-
ems do contain vivid images of
Westheimer's wartime experiences,
this is not so much the poetry of war
or incarceration as it is the poetry of
remembrance. The first poem is it-

AND OTHER POEMS

WINNER HI 2000 Tr.XAs REM.' 
POETRY PRIZE

self a statement on age, memory, and
the realities of a life lived. And
throughout the collection, there are
moments where time fades into later
years as Westheimer reunites with
fellow POWs and even former guards.
But he is doing something more here
than depicting the ways the past and
present both juxtapose and overlap,
especially when he recalls surprise
phone calls from fellow prisoners
and accidentally seeing himself on
TV in an archival photo of World
War II POWs. He is pointing out
that, because the world continually
revives the past, memory does not
simply reside in the mind of an indi-
vidual but is a living force that links
us to the external world.
Westheimer retired from the air force

as lieutenant colonel and received the
Distinguished Flying Cross and Air
Medal. He is the author of 15 novels
and one nonfiction book, including
Von Ryan's Return, The Olmec Head,
Rider on the Wind, and My Sweet
Charlie, which was made into a movie
in 1970.

--CHR1sToRHER Dow
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ON THE BOOKSHELF

DANCING THE PARADOX
Who could forget Al Pacino's passionate and intense tango in the movie Scent of a
Woman? The scene, an indelible highlight of the film, was a remarkable display of
power, romance, and sensuality. But according to Julie Taylor's book Paper Tangos,
the South American dance is much more than a passionate diversion to Argentineans.

The tango is symbolic of the history, culture, and mood
ofthe country. It is a paradoxical dance that exudes a sense
of violence and dominance along with melancholy and
beauty. And it represents a people's way of life.

Taylor knows a lot about the tango and Argen
tina. A classically trained dancer turned
anthropologist, she wrote Paper
Tangos (Public Planet Books,
1998) after spending time in Buenos
Aires as a Fulbright scholar follow-
ing college graduation. While living
there, she became fascinated by the
dance and the culture that created it and
was inspired to create her own tango on
paper. And this year, Taylor won a
Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship to
study the relationship between Argentina's
culture of violence and the country's original
dance. The fellowship provided the opportu-
nity for her to return to Argentina to write a
second book on the subject.
The structure of Paper Tangos reflects the

contradictions and paradoxical nature of the
dance and society it describes. Taylor wanted to
write a book about the dance and culture of
Argentina, but she also wanted "to obtain a danced
sequence on the page that gave a notion of the quality of
movement in the tango." To illustrate this quality, she
included pictures of people performing the
tango, along with other images that invoke
the spirit and mood of the dance, to the right
corner of each page so that when the reader
flips through the pages, the movement of the
dance is animated.
But Paper Tangos is not just a study of

dance and culture. It is also a study of self.
The book details what Taylor learned about
Argentineans and their relationship with the
tango, and it explores her personal journey
from the classrooms and lecture halls of
Harvard to the milongas, the dance halls, of
Argentina. It is a journey that takes her, and
the reader, over the course of many years.
She leads us through the birth of her son in

1979, which happened to be "the year of the
most intense terror" caused by the Dirty War
and the dictatorship of the Junta, to the

aftermath of the dictatorship's fall. After the fall, the
country attempts to pick up the pieces and slowly, tenta-

tively, and ambivalently redefine itself. Taylor's stud-
ies of this culture of violence, doubt, and fear give
her the tools to reflect on her own life—to review
her life, to redefine, and to reconfigure: "It
became a mirror in which I could see my own
experience of culture as order and violence...
As an actor in the Argentine order I increas-
ingly found myself confronting not only the
violence done to me by my culture oforigin
but those that I incurred in the very cul-
ture—that is, Argentina itself—that had
given me the tools to perceive violence in
the culture into which I had been born."

WhatTaylomitnessesandexpe-
riences in her journey is a country's
struggle through a violent process.
And that process, along with the
tear, uncertainty, and terror inher-

ent in it, are reflected in the tango.
The tango is reborn just as the country is

reborn. The painful process of birth gives new life.
And, as demonstrated in Taylor's Paper Tangos, through

violence,acountry,a dance,and ascholar are reborn. And that may
be the ultimate paradox.

-M. YVONNE TAYLOR

BOOK NOTES

Antarctic Marine Geology, by
John Anderson, professor of
geology and geophysics at
Rice (Cambridge University
Press, 1999).

Anthropology as Cultural Cri-
tique: An Experimental Mo-
ment in Human Sciences, by
George E. Marcus, professor
of anthropology at Rice, and
Michael J. Fischer (Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1999).

Atlantic Rifts and Continen-
tal Margins, edited by Manik
Talwani, the Schlumerger Pro-
fessor of Geophysics at Rice,
and Webster Mohriak (Ameri-
can Geophysical Union,
2000).

Beyond Chiefdoms, edited by
Susan Keech McIntosh, pro-
fessor of anthropology at Rice
(Cambridge University Press,
1999).
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RICE LAUNCHES THE

RICE :A-,_, NEXTCENTURY
CAMPAIGN
In October 1912, when Edgar Odell Lovett pub-
licly launched what would become Rice University,
he spoke of a university that would "assign no up-
per limit to its educational endeavor."

Lovett presented his vision for the new univer-
sity: small in size but broad in scope, embracing sci-
ence, letters, and the arts. It would be numbered
among the world's best institutions of higher learn-
ing and blend distinguished research with superior
teaching. It would make higher education accessible
to any student who gained admission, regardless of
financial means. And it would have a beautiful cam-
pus, with distinctive architecture surrounded by
green space.

At the dawn of the 20th century, those goals
may have sounded unattainable, but as Rice begins
a new century, Lovett's vision is today's reality. "In
its first half century, Rice became an outstanding
example of academic excellence," said President
Malcolm Gillis. "In the next half century, Rice came
to be widely recognized as a peer of the leading na-
tional universities, both in teaching and research.

Now, as we move into the new century, our univer-
sity is establishing an international reputation for
quality in students, faculty, and programs.

"With such success comes increasingly spirited
competition from our peer schools for the finest fac-
ulty and the most capable students. These institu-
tions are aggressively pursuing our present as well as
prospective faculty. Attaining our goals will require
resources comparable to those raised by the stron-
gest institutions in the nation. Today, more than
ever, although excellence in academic pursuits can-
not be bought, it still has to be paid for."

The Rice: The Next Century Campaign will raise
$500 million to strengthen teaching and research at
Rice. The campaign grew out of a rigorous strategic
planning process initiated by Gillis in 1995, involv-
ing alumni, volunteers, faculty, administration, and
students as well as the Rice Board of Trustees.

CAMPAIGN KICKOFF CELEBRATED WITH EVENTS

IN FOUNDER'S COURT

Rice's Founder's Court was the place to be September 22 and 23 as faculty,
staff, and friends of the university celebrated the public kickoff of the Rice:
The Next Century Campaign, the university's most comprehensive fund-
raising effort to date.

Together with the Rice Board of Trustees, President Malcolm Gillis and
his wife, Elizabeth, hosted a black-tie gala on September 22 honoring all
major benefactors to the campaign. More than 500 attendees celebrated the
public kickoff of the campaign with a reception and dinner.

William E. "Bill" Barnett, chairman of the Board of Trustees, opened
the event, and celebratory toasts were made by J. D. Bucky Allshouse and
D. Kent Anderson, trustees and campaign co-chairmen, and by Bob
McNair, trustee, honorary campaign co-chairman, and owner of the Hous-
ton Texans football team.

Gillis spoke about Rice's goal of establishing an international reputation
with regard to students, faculty, and programs, and he announced that the
International University Bremen will open on September 22, 2001. "When
you've got faculty and students that other institutions want," Gillis contin-
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That process identified four core priorities that
became the following campaign categories:

1. ENHANCE UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

AND STUDENT LIFE: $ 175 MILLION

• Enhance undergraduate financial aid
• Rebuild Wiess College
• Create Martel College (Rice's ninth college)
• Enhance athletic facilities and scholarships
• Expand and improve Fondren Library
• Create the Center for the Study of Languages
• Enhance Leadership Rice, a community

service program

2. STRENGTHEN FACULTY AND GRADUATE

PROGRAMS: $270 MILLION

• Create endowed chairs
• Enhance graduate fellowships
• Create visiting professorships
• Build the Humanities Building
• Build the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of

Management building
• Renovate Keck Hall (the Old Chemistry Building)
• Create new interdisciplinary centers

3. EXPAND AND STRENGTHEN OUTREACH:

$25 MILLION

• Enhance the School of Continuing Studies
• Expand programs for the James A. Baker III

Institute for Public Policy
• Expand K—I2 education outreach

4. ANNUAL FUND AND UNRESTRICTED

GIFTS: $30 MILLION

The annual fund lends long-term strength and
stability to educational and research enterprises at
Rice, allowing the university's leadership to meet
the highest priority needs, respond to unforeseen
opportunities, and invest in emerging areas of
high potential. Unrestricted gifts to Rice bolster a
variety of areas, from educational programs to re-
search support, from financial aid and scholarships
to library collections, and from campus beautifica-
tion to enhancements in student life.

"The Rice: The Next Century Campaign is fo-
cused on providing the faculty and staff the re-
sources they need to do their jobs," said Eric
Johnson, vice president for resource development.
"Every corner of the campus will be touched:
from gifts for new classrooms, offices, and labs to
endowed professorships and library books. Gifts
also make possible many concerts, lectures, and
athletic events that make Rice a wonderful place
to live, work, and play."

To participate in the Rice: The Next Century
Campaign, contact the Annual Gifts Office at
713-348-4991.

ued, "you get increasingly spirited competition from peer schools.
We're battling for these people."

In addition, a video that featured students, alumni, and faculty
showed attendees how their gifts will help shape undergraduate educa-
tion, student life, faculty development, graduate programs, and out-
reach efforts.

The celebration continued the following evening as the Gillises
hosted a dinner and dance for all Rice faculty and staff in honor of the
campaign's public kickoff. Barnett welcomed the more than 600 guests,
and celebratory toasts were given by Maribel and Enrique Barrera, mas-
ters of Jones College, and Nancy Boothe, head of the Woodson Re-
search Center at Fondren Library and by faculty/staff campaign co-
chairs Allen Matusow, the W.G. Twyman Professor of History; Russell
Price, maintenance manager, facilities and engineering; and Mark
Ditman, director of food and housing.

The campaign video that premiered at the Friday night gala was
shown again on Saturday night. After a buffet dinner, there was dancing
to music from the salsa band Mango Punch.

—ADRIENNE MATTE*

-MARGOT DIMOND

It Winn, E. IIjII Barnett. chairman of the Board of
Trustees. left. opened both the Friday and Satlirday
VrelliS. Daring a toast to the campaign. guests were
surprised with fweworks erupting from the centerpieces,
abore.
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Rethinking the University: Rice in
the 21st Century
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AA my inaugural speech, six and one-half ye:Rs
empted two things when I spoke to the Rice community.

First, I shared some conjectures on how the world might be
changing in the remaining years of the century, and I
outlined prospective national and international trajectories
in demography, science, technology, economics, and
education. I am pleased to say that things turned out just
about as expected. Second, I tried to portray what these
changes might mean for Rice and how we might respond to
them. I identified several areas where some action on our
part seemed essential. We accomplished everything we
promised to do in 1993, and we did it within four years.
The level of commitment expressed in what follows is no
different than in those offered in my inaugural remarks.
Here, I discuss three facets of our institution: our place
in the universe of universities, maintaining balance in our
offerings, and Rice in the coming decades.
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Rice in the Universe
of Universities

The future facing Rice University
is not separable from that of other
institutions of Rice's genus: we
share many—but not all—of the
prospective problems, as well as
opportunities, facing all leading
universities. It behooves us to re-
main aware of similarities between
us and our peer institutions. At the
same time, it is no less important
for us to bear in mind at least a
dozen major differences.

• Rice is distinctly smaller than
every other leading research uni-
versity by an order of magnitude.
Our size brings with it very many
advantages but also some chal-
lenges.

• Rice's financial base is as sound
as any university in the nation; our
endowment per student at Rice
ranks in the top four in the nation.
Moreover, we have sensible, pru-
dent policies in place to assure
financial strength in the decades to
come if equities markets remain
reasonably strong, and stability if
they do not.

• Tuition at Rice is less than one-
third the costs of undergraduate
education at our peer institutions.
Also, our financial aid is unsur-
passed anywhere, and our students
graduate with far less debt than
graduates from peer schools.

• Rice is notable among the dwin-
dling number of institutions where
the Humboldtian vision—the unity
of teaching and research—is still
taken very seriously.
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• Rice sees opportunity, not threat, in the acceleration of the infori na II( )11
revolution. We do not feel unduly threatened by the prospect of class-
rooms without AN-ails or the advent of virtual and distance learning.
Perhaps we will be among the leaders in helping to humanize the digital
revolution. Certainly we face a unique opening for leadership in the use
of new communication and learning technologies in the service of
teaching and research.

• Rice, partly because of our size and partly because of an academic
culture that has been assiduously cultivated for decades, has long had
interdisciplinary traditions to which most other universities are only
beginning to aspire.

• Rice features an unexcelled blend of sciences, arts, and professional
schools. Unlike many universities hamstrung by artificial financial and
organizational barriers to cooperation across schools, our financial system
and culture draw separate schools closer together. At the same time, we
must be selective. A great university is, after all, known as much for what
it chooses not to do as for what it chooses to do.

• Rice is among the institutions best prepared—and best situated—for
fruitful interinstitutional collaboration, both in teaching and in research,
with industry and business, medical institutions, and other educational
institutions. Our readiness for collaboration extends to all of Texas, the
entire country, and the world.



• Rice is the only American university that has had a European university
modeled after it. In size, structure, ambition, and mission, the new
International University Bremen (IUB) will be the European version of
Rice in Germany. The idea for this new university arose just two and one-
half years ago. In that short time, a new, fully wired campus has been
acquired, a sizable new endowment built, and commitments secured from
a host of innovators in academia and the forward looking city-state of
Bremen.
Our involvement in this new institution is, along with the Baker

Institute and expanded study abroad, part and parcel ofour broad strategy
for internationalization of our curriculum and programs. Among other
things, IUB will be a boon for overseas study for Rice students, especially
those in science and engineering. Significant collaboration will begin with
an ambitious new project to build on and greatly expand the digital library
resources of both Rice and IUB. In effect, IUB's library will be primarily
Rice's library, online.
This undertaking could profoundly alter the future of higher education

in Europe. Rice will then have played a central role in reexporting back to
Europe an improved version of the German research university concept
that America imported in the last part of the 19th century.

• Rice is one of few private universities with large successful programs in
continuing education in the humanities. We expect our School of Con-
tinuing Studies to spearhead our efforts to encourage lifelong learning in
the new millennium.

• Rice is as committed to collegiality, civil discourse, unconstrained
inquiry, and academic freedom as any university, anywhere. Faculty at Rice
understand that defending their own academic freedom also protects that
of others. We have fostered a strong sense of community over the years at
Rice, and it is highly valued by all of us. This accounts, perhaps, for the fact
that Rice bears relatively few scars from the culture wars of the past decade.

• Rice remains the only highly selective university in the country that has
made good on its commitment to inclusiveness in the face of difficult
judicial constraints. The Hopwood decision of1996 applies only to schools
in Texas, and we are the only highly selective institution in this region—
indeed in the entire Southwest. Staying within both the letter and the
spirit of the law, we have been resourceful in devising better methods for
identifying and recruiting highly capable minority students who would
otherwise have been bound for very selective schools on the East and West
Coasts. Through dedication and hard work, we have maintained the
diversity of our student body at just about the same level that prevailed
before Hopwood.

• Rice is very unusual among private universities in the scope and mix of
its programs to reach out to public education K-12. We have 56 such
outreach programs in Houston and the Rio Grande Valley, primarily in
science and mathematics education.

• Finally, Rice, to an extent greater than any other urban university I
know of, has protected and conserved precious green space. Our plans
call for maintaining the same share of green space in total space as we
now enjoy.

For all these differences, however, in the coming decades we will
confront many of the same issues as all our peer universities.

For years, all institutions of
higher education have priced edu-
cation and research services at well
below the costs of providing them.
Many, therefore, struggle to keep
revenues in balance with costs. On
the revenue side, the outlook for
higher education is not all that
good, because ofpolitical responses
to growing public resentment of
steady tuition increases across the
country and because of weakening
federal support for research in natu-
ral sciences, engineering, and math.
At the same time, cost pressures

on higher education continue to
grow. Higher education is a very
labor-intensive service industry.
Salaries and benefits are typically
about 55 to 60 percent of operat-
ing costs at schools like Rice, Duke,
Stanford, and Harvard. It is much
more difficult to increase produc-
tivity in higher education than in
industry, where the principal source
of productivity gains has been pro-
vision of steadily greater amounts
of capital per worker and ever in-
creasing automation.
Also on the expense side, the

costs of investments critical for sus-
taining high educational quality
have been rising rapidly. In the past
two decades, prices oflibrary books
and journals have consistently risen
far faster than inflation. Instrumen-
tation and equipment costs essen-
tial for doing good science and
engineering may soon be beyond
the reach of many universities. For
new faculty members in several sci-
ences, start-up costs for laboratory
renovation and equipment range
from not less than $500,000 all the
way up to $3.5 million, per hire.
Such costs can be avoided, ofcourse,
only by hiring not-so-good faculty
members—not an option we would
ever consider.

University costs also are heavily
impacted by many of the same
legislative, regulatory, and legal
factors affecting costs of business
firms. Outlays for healthcare ben-
efits for staff and faculty are ex-
pected to continue to rise much
faster than inflation. Compliance
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with steadily growing federal man-
dates in dozens of fields is expen-
sive for universities too, and re-
search universities have been hit
with near-explosive growth in liti-
gation costs.
Even with the temporary reemer-

gence of state government fiscal
surpluses and the recent run-up in
endowment values across the na-
tion, both public and private uni-
versities will be hard-pressed to
maintain quality while trying to
avoid deep pools of red ink over the
coming decade. Among private universities, ebullient equities markets since
1991 have, in fact, masked fundamental financial weaknesses. A shift to a
long bear market would, in all probability, mean that several private
universities across the nation will not survive much into the 21st century—
at least not as private universities. Given our unusually high dependence on
endowment, Rice too would be sorely pressed by a sharp and prolonged
downturn in equities markets. But our financial sturdiness is such that we
would survive even a decade-long recession. Our current fund-raising
campaign will reinforce this sturdiness and will enable us to accept new
challenges as well.

Maintaining
Balance: Literature, Sciences,
and the Arts; Teaching and Research;

On and
Off Campus

Rice's charter calls for an insti-
tute for the advancement of lit-
erature, science, and art. Even
so, Mr. Rice's original view was
rather more narrow: an institu-
tion designed to give instruction
on the applications of sciences
and art to the "useful occupa-
tions of life." Our first president,
the Leipzig-educated Edgar

Odell Lovett, was imbued with a
grander, Humboldtian concept of
higher education. He expanded
Rice's somewhat narrow vision,
insisting on the critical role of
research as well as teaching, stress-
ing the new institution's role in
the discovery and distribution of
knowledge as well as the "making
of knowledge-makers." It is
Lovett's broader and deeper vi-
sion that has guided Rice since its
inception. And it's a good thing,
too.

Lovett's concept is as relevant
today as then. Conveying and aug-
menting knowledge and the
growth of understanding are the
noblest of tasks. It is now abun-

dantly clear that the primary source of the world's wealth is knowledge,
and that the primary reasons for differences in technological progress and
the quality of life around the world are differences in the quality and
quantity of human, not physical, capital.
Does this mean that the university in the new century should shift its

emphasis in order to more strongly focus on technological change
springing from science and engineering? In a word: no. Universities
are at their best as balanced entities, exploring all facets of meaning in
the physical world and in human society. The need for balance would
be critical even if universities existed merely to assure growth in
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society's wealth through technological progress. This is because a
growing body of scholarly evidence shows that material progress, at
least, depends on the sum total of human knowledge, including not
only science but also on our understanding of institutions and social
and political attitudes and beliefs. Throughout history, innovation and
technological change have always been strongly conditioned by cul-
tural circumstances. This then is the practical reason, if a practical
reason is indeed needed, why the study of social sciences, humanities,
and the arts is no less central to the university today than a century ago.
The search for understanding and meaning in human interactions
turns out to be no less important to the generation of wealth than are
the interactions between chemicals.
To be sure, universities must play central roles in assuring that

advances in technology will continue unabated in order that all humans
everywhere can partake more fully of the material blessings of knowl-
edge. The mission of universities, however, is much broader than that.
Improvements in the human condition have been a felicitous by-product
of the search for fuller understanding of the physical world and the more
fitful search for meaning in human interactions, especially in the politi-
cal, religious, and economic institutions they have created and the social
attitudes shaped by them. When we have been at our best in seeking
understanding and meaning, we have also been at our best in helping to
improve the human condition. This is fortunate for us in the university
for, like it or not, throughout most of American history, the public has
insisted on seeing tangible returns from their investments in education.
This insistence explains the ceaseless demands for "relevance" emanat-
ing even from friends of higher education; it explains growing efforts to
devise even rough measures of university output. We are indeed fortu-
nate that none of Rice's constituencies has found it essential either to
question our relevance or to attempt arbitrary measures of our produc-
tivity. The reason is that, all things considered, we have done much good
by doing a few things quite well. We can be reasonably confident that
even in these fast-paced times, we can continue to do good by doing
things well.

We have a good strategic plan. We
are in the midst of our first-ever
comprehensive fund-raising cam-
paign. We have long been blessed
with a truly supportive, forward-
looking Board of Trustees. We
have a very strong leadership team,
with energetic, new talent in pub-
lic affairs, enrollment, and resource
development, and an energetic
new provost, Gene Levy, also
strongly imbued with the
Humboldtian vision.
We are clear about our mission:

to assure that Rice in the 21st cen-
tury is the leading private univer-
sity between the two coasts.
What do we need to do to cause

this to happen? There are two things
our uniquely sized, financially fit
university must do to improve the
distinctiveness of its teaching and
research amidst onrushing changes
in economic, social, technological,
and demographic conditions.

First, we will build on our great-
est strength—our undergraduate
program. Second, we will augment
and enhance our strengths in gradu-
ate education and our capabilities
for research. Improving under-
graduate education, graduate pro-
grams, and research are not un-
usual goals for strong universities.
However, we are immensely fortu-
nate in that, unlike many much
larger universities, virtually all the
measures we adopt for strengthen-
ing undergraduate education
should enrich our graduate pro-
grams, and vice-versa.
There are no stronger under-

graduate programs in any univer-
sity, anywhere, by whatever stan-
dards one might employ. Class size?
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Student—faculty ratio? Learning from other students? Awards, honors,
and fellowships to our graduating seniors? State of the physical plant?
Opportunities that face our graduates, whether in the best professional
schools or the most challenging enterprises? Access to committed faculty
on the leading edge of teaching and of research? A cohesive, inclusive
college system? All of these are outstanding features of the Rice experi-
ence.

Despite its strengths, our undergraduate program is not without weak-
nesses. We are rectifying many of these by improving our offerings in
languages and in composition and by expanding internationally oriented
courses. Still, no one, least of all me, is satisfied that our latest curriculum
changes fulfill all of our educational objectives. Surely we can do much
better. Our curriculum clearly produces better-trained students; we need to
be sure we are producing much better-educated students. We have still to
come to grips with many vital curricular questions. For example, we have
not yet begun to think through what it means to be educated in a digital
environment that is pervasive and will be increasingly so. Nor can we claim
that our curriculum is fully suited for a world in which the significance of
national boundaries diminishes with every passing year, with steadily
eroding barriers to the movement of goods, people, and ideas.
Above all, we also need to find better ways of fully challenging our very

bright students. Do they leave here with too much of the intellectual
baggage they brought with them and only a smattering of the enlighten-
ment that flows from and also fosters intellectual exploration? I wonder.
This concern is by no means unique to me or to Rice: It goes back nearly

a thousand years. The Persian astronomer-poet Omar Khayyam captured
the essence of the problem in verse 27 of the Rubaiyat:

"MYSELF WHEN YOUNG DID EAGERLY FREQUENT

DOCTOR AND SAINT, AND HEARD GREAT ARGUMENT

ABOUT IT AND ABOUT: BUT EVERMORE

CAME OUT BY THE SAME DOOR AS IN I WENT."

Only when we are confident that we send our students out a higher, wider
door than the one they entered will we be fully justified in claiming that
the Rice undergraduate experience surpasses all others.
Our prime task, then, for the coming few decades is not so very

complicated: strengthen our position at the apex of undergraduate
education while bringing more ofour graduate and professional programs
up to the same high quality as our undergraduate program. Arguably, for
graduate studies, the Shepherd School of Music is already there, and the
Jones Graduate School of Management and the School of Architecture
are on similar trajectories. We also lay claim to nearly a dozen strong
programs in arts and sciences and engineering and have initiated steps to
strengthen materially several graduate programs in the biological, natural,
and social sciences and in humanities and engineering.
But we have only just begun. Attainment of such a level of distinction

in research and graduate education will require more resources, and more
resourcefulness, than at any time in our history. Success in this undertak-
ing will be of immense significance for our undergraduate program. Just
as Lovett hoped, the distinctions between graduate and undergraduate
education in arts and sciences, engineering and music are already much
more blurred at Rice than even a decade ago.
Renewed emphasis on enhancement of research and graduate educa-

tion will fulfill our original mandate and also is consistent with our recent
history. Edgar Odell Lovett meant to assure Rice's place among the
leading research universities of the world, and this objective was advanced

significantly 15 years ago when
Norman Hackerman led us into
membership in the Association of
American Universities (AAU), an
organization of top research uni-
versities founded 100 years ago.
Now 61 strong, the AAU embraces
only those universities pursuing
distinction in teaching, research,
and graduate education. Rice is
the smallest of these, after CalTech,
with a representation ofNobel lau-
reates and National Academy mem-
berships all out of proportion to
our size.
In most other universities, fac-

ulty researchers deal almost exclu-
sively with graduate students; at
Rice they interact daily with both
graduate students and undergradu-
ates. Indeed, the very design of
our new buildings is intended to
call the attention of our under-
graduates to the intellectual ex-
citement of leading-edge research
and to enhance day-to-day inter-
action among faculty and students.
Our new Presidential Scholarships
awarded to freshmen and sopho-
mores are intended to draw under-
graduates into the research enter-
prise at a very early stage.
Our new research facilities are

increasingly utilized by questing
undergraduates as well as by gradu-
ate students. Active involvement
of undergraduates in the research
activities of the university will be
important in the coming century
for a growing proportion of the
most satisfying and challenging
careers. For those who doubt this,
let them visit the campuses of
Microsoft in Seattle or National
Instruments in Austin, both em-
ploying 40 very recent Rice under-
graduates, or the labs at Baylor
College of Medicine now utilizing
dozens of Rice graduates in the
Rice—Baylor M.D./Ph.D. pro-
gram.
Indeed, one of the principal fac-

tors distinguishing the very good
and the not-so-good universities
of the 21st century will be the
extent to which they successfully
draw undergraduates into the re-
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search enterprise. Moreover, the
best undergraduates require much
more than mere teaching; they re-
quire mentoring. Not incidentally,
success in this undertaking will re-
quire student—faculty ratios and
average class sizes not much in
excess of those already found at
Rice.
This is just one of the reasons we

should not be overly anxious about
Rice's future in the new informa-
tion age, where virtual classrooms
and distance learning are expected
to flourish. Effective teaching may
be quite possible over the Internet,
though no one has yet shown how
good mentoring might be accom-
plished with distance learning.
Not only do we view the infor-

mation revolution without trepi-
dation, we will soon be undertak-
ing initiatives to assert academic
leadership in the sensible and in-
novative use of new information
technology. We will convert what
is now a disarray of services, de-
vices, and technologies into a highly
accessible array of tools for stu-
dents and faculty in all disciplines.
These undertakings will require

major financial and intellectual in-
vestments to attain two goals. First,
is the provision of leading-edge,
ubiquitous, and seamless commu-
nication and learning technologies
in the service of teaching and re-
search for every faculty member,
graduate student, and undergradu-
ate on campus. This new academic
matrix also will vastly facilitate our
collaborative efforts in teaching
and research locally, nationally, and
internationally.
The second goal is to make

Fondren Library the template for
the teaching and research libraries
of the 21st century. Fondren is
already the geographic center of
campus; when we finish renova-
tion and expansion of the library in
2004, we will have reestablished it
as the university's intellectual cen-
ter as well.
Our library initiatives to

strengthen the university's research
enterprise however, will go well
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beyond the campus. We are, with the new International University
Bremen, beginning a truly unique undertaking: the complete linkage of
a library in an established university to a library in a totally new university.
The benefits to IUB are obvious. The benefits to Rice will be very
considerable: innovations anticipated in search and access will redound
almost immediately to our faculty and students.

Just as important, Rice's initiatives in harnessing new information
technologies will have very positive implications for programs of lifelong
learning, focused most strongly on our alumni, especially the increasing
numbers of those who will change careers several times during their
lifetimes.

All these initiatives to strengthen the university's research enterprise will
be expensive, and we cannot count on steadily growing federal support for
most research. Even worse, federal research funding has recently become
even more risk-averse than in the past. To be sure, Rice's share of federal
research funds has been growing recently, and we have used the endow-
ment to subsidize research for well over 50 years. Financing leading-edge
research will require greater funding from other less risk-averse sources,
including foundations and businesses. Barring sharp and prolonged
slumps in markets for financial assets, it would be reasonable, given the
run-up in equity values since 1991, to expect foundations to expand
annual outlays. Many are doing so; however, not many are devoting more
support to programs of university research, especially basic research. Even
so, Rice has in recent years succeeded in expanding significantly founda-
tion funding for research facilities, but not for research programs.
More and more universities find it necessary to look beyond govern-

ment and foundations for support. Research interactions between univer-
sities and private companies are becoming more common, even as
industry interest—like governmental interest—in basic research contin-
ues to wane. Partnerships between universities and companies increas-
ingly involve support for graduate education.
We will need to rethink our relationships with business and explore



alternative forms of such partner-
ships, while assuring that increased
industry sponsorship of research
widens and supports our mission
and does not distort it. We al-
ready have expended considerable
energies in revamping our poli-
cies on intellectual property and
transfer of technology so as to
assure we do not undermine the
highest value of higher educa-
tion: uninhibited, disinterested
inquiry.

Where appropriate safeguards
to preserve university indepen-
dence in business/university and
government/university partner-
ships are lacking, several things
can happen—all of them bad. The
first of these is a compression of
resources available to the letters
and arts. Second, academic in-
centives become deformed, away
from pursuit of distinction and
toward the pursuit of research

revenues qua revenues, followed by the withering of traditions of
detached and important research. Business/industry partnerships in
research and training most vulnerable to these dangers are those
involving exclusivity for one firm, enforced secrecy, and undue delay
in publication of research results. We have not condoned university/
government alliances with these objectionable features; we are not in
the market for university/business partnerships involving similar de-
fects.

Universities confront a challenging future; this is not new. Universi-
ties—Rice among them—have persevered through a challenging past and
have flourished, all the while advancing human understanding and
helping to improve human life. Universities have always required the
support of outside patrons. Moreover, there has always been some level
of tension between the external imperatives of patrons and the internal
imperatives of scholars. A great university is a place where such diverse
imperatives can meet, not in conflict but under the best circumstances, in
a creative engagement from which can come some of society's greatest
good. In our future, the detailed terms of engagement between the
university and the larger society, including the business community, will be
different from what they were in the past. But the existence of such
engagement, the need for it, and the general nature of it, will not be
different from the past.
This brave (but not so) new world will be what we make of it. Many

are preoccupied with the dangers of outside engagements, especially
engagement with business. Instead, we at Rice will seize such opportu-
nities as can serve our mission and our purposes. At the same time, we
will commit to maintain clarity of mission and clarity of purpose. Armed
with that clarity and commitment—and fortified with wit and insight—
we can capitalize fully on the opportunities of this new world.
Seismologically speaking, Rice, as does Houston, sits on a rather

stable geological platform. Nothing else in our environment can be
viewed as stable. Profound, unanticipated changes surface each month.

Within the last decade, the Japa-
nese economy morphed from ac-
claimed model to perceived stag-
nation, while the Soviet Union
imploded politically and eco-
nomically. The Internet was vir-
tually unknown; the World Wide
Web appeared only seven years
ago. New fields of science and
engineering, including
nanoscience and computational
engineering, were born, while the
pace of discovery and applica-
tions of biomedical engineering
and genetics accelerated sharply.
Virtual learning appeared. The
scourge of AIDS swept through
Southern Africa in less than a
decade; tuberculosis began a fear-
ful comeback. Decay in public
education K—I2 has continued:
It is now clear that the longer
American children stay in our pri-
mary and secondary schools, the
worse they seem to get. The world
economy—and world politics—
will be irreversibly altered by the
emergence of modern China.

All institutions in society, includ-
ing universities, will be at pains to
rethink their strategies to adjust to
these changes. More than ever be-
fore, universities will need to be
nimble in coping with them—but
not too nimble. Universities that
rush to accommodate change risk
succumbing to unpredictable tides
of fad and fashion.

Nevertheless, for all institutions,
including those of higher educa-
tion, today's pace ofchanges makes
the costs of complacency higher
than at any time in history.
The millennium-old words of

Omar Khayyam apply with special
force to our need to rethink basic
questions of curriculum, learning,
and research:

"The moving finger writes;
And having writ, moves on:

Nor all thy Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it back to
Cancel half a line,

Nor all thy tears wash
Out a word of it."
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Rherifulian Huxley, one of Rice Isfirst professors, arrived at the institute in 1912, he was, in his words, "confronted
by an extraordinary spectacle. . . . The Administration Building was before us, looking almost exactly as if it had
risen miraculously out of the earth." That building, later renamed Lovett Hall, set the ambitious standard and
aesthetic style that would come to define the campus of Rice University. And the buildings that followed all have
been carefully planned not only to be useful and functional to Rice's faculty and students but to complement and
enhance the beauty of the university as well.

Though the 20th century saw phenomenal development on campus, the 21st century will be
no less dramatic. In fact, the next decade will see some of the most unprecedented growth the campus
has ever experienced. For the next couple of years, there will be as many as 2,000 contractors on
campus at any given time as new buildings go up and many existing buildings undergo extensive
renovation. Projects such as the new Humanities Building and the renovations to Howard Keck
Hall have recently been completed, and more are in the works. The new Jesse H. Jones School of
Management building, the new Wiess College, and the ninth college, Martel, are under construc-
tion, while Anderson Hall, George R. Brown Hall, Keith-Wiess Geology, Abercrombie Engineering,
and parts of M.D. Anderson Biology are undergoing exterior renovation work. And to help ease the
pain of limited parking on campus, a new underground parking garage is
being built near the new Jones School building.

In short, a lot of changes are happening on the Rice campus. To keep
informed of the latest developments, look for the ongoing "Building Boom"
series in future issues ofSallyport. This space will provide an update on each
significant project and the ever-changing campus map. The Rice Construction
link on the Rice webs ite, http: //project.rice.edu, also offers up-to-date informa-
tion about ongoing and future construction projects.

Keck Hall Renovation
he first significant project to be com-
pleted this year was the renovation of
the Old Chemistry Building, built in
1925 and called Dell Butcher Hall
from 1989 until 1998, when that
name was assigned to the new build-
ing for chemistry and nanoscale sci-
ence and technology. The Rice land-

mark has been renamed Howard Keck Hall in
honor of a former Rice trustee who also was the
former chair of the Keck Foundation, which
pledged $14 million toward the renovation project
in the form of a matching grant as part of Rice:
The Next Century Campaign.

By 1998, Old Chem was in serious need of
restoration and renovation. Age had taken its toll
on the building that in 1923, the Rice Thresher
predicted would be "the finest, largest, and best
equipped building for the study of chemistry in
the South, and . . . the equal of any in America."
The challenge for laboratory design specialists
FKP Architects was to preserve and enhance the
building and its special features while providing
world-class laboratories and education space.

T
The three-story
building was com-
pletely gutted for
redesign and reno-
vation, while the
exterior brick and
stone were restored.

The newly renovated facility is
now home to the molecular biophys-
ics group of biochemistry and cell
biology and the new Department of
Bioengineering. Rededication of the
building took place in September of
this year. The 54,000-square-foot Keck
Hall contains three state-of-the-art
classrooms with a total seating capac-
ity of 70 people, a 75-seat seminar room with video telecon-
ferencing capabilities, and a teaching wing with undergradu-
ate labs. Research spaces include the nuclear magnetic
resonance suite and 12 modern research laboratories.

Kathleen Matthews, dean of natural sciences, said at the
completion of the project, "The preservation of this historic

a L1
ABOVE: A LABORATORY, COMMON AREA,

AND CLASSROOM IN RENOVATED KECK HALL.
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building and its conversion into a
21st-century laboratory facility re-
flect Rice's commitment both to its
historic roots and to its future."

The New Humanities Building
escribed by interim dean of humanities
Gale Stokes as the "centerpiece of a new
beginning for humanistic study at Rice,"
the new Humanities Building demonstrates
Rice's strong commitment to the School
of Humanities and vision for the role of
the school. Situated between Fondren Li-
brary and College Way, just west of Rayzor

Hall, the Humanities Building complements the tra-
ditional architecture of the Academic Quadrangle.
When renovations of Rayzor Hall, Sewall Hall, Her-
ring Hall, and Fondren Library are finished, the
Humanities Building will be the anchor of a humani-
ties corridor that will further demonstrate the school's
strong presence and importance on campus.

The building, designed by Washington, D.C.,
architect Allan Greenberg, unites the Departments of
History, Philosophy, and Religious Studies—depart-
ments that previously had been scattered in different
buildings around campus. It also houses such insti-
tutes as the Center for the Study of Cultures, the
Goethe Center for Central European Studies, and the
Center for the Study ofWomen and Gender. Bringing
together the scholars who study and teach these
disciplines allows for greater collaboration among the
groups, enhancing the interdisciplinary nature of study
that helps define Rice.

UNIVERSITY

BOULEVARD

WHITLEY

STOCK TON

SHEPHERD

LANIER

The Hu-
manities Building
complements the
structures near it and TRAVIS

forms a courtyard with the
west face of Rayzor Hall and
the south face of the arcade
connecting Rayzor and Fondren
Library. (See cover photo.) From the
south, the courtyard is entered through
a vaulted archway, similar to the Lovett Hall sallyport.
"The buildings that followed [Lovett Hall] form an
especially beautiful campus," Greenberg said before
construction of the building. "[With the Humanities
Building,] our hope is to strengthen and extend that
tradition."

The dedication of the Humanities Building in
October featured a site-specific performance by Stephan
Koplowitz and Company. (See sidebar.)
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The New Jones School Building
ice soon will have a new place on campus
where people get down to business: the
new building for the Jesse H. Jones Gradu-
ate School of Management. The build-
ing, which will be located near the Ley
Student Center and across from the James
A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy,
will be the cornerstone of the school's

vision to become one of the country's top-tier business
schools, combining function with beauty to exploit
the latest technology and enhancing learning, com-
munication, and camaraderie among students, faculty,
and visitors.

Designed by architect Robert A. M. Stern, the
building will have three times the space of Herring

SUNSET

BOULEVARD

REMINGTON

,

Hall, where
the Jones School is

currently housed. The
150,000-square-foot struc-

ture will have a business informa-
tion center where students can access

periodicals and annual reports, with online
access for retrieving the latest financial informa-

tion; a trading room that will be like a flight simu-
lator for the future fighter pilots of Wall Street and will
duplicate the latest technology available in major trad-
ing firms and investment houses; and a cyber-commons
where students and faculty can meet for coffee and have
ample access to ports for computer and network con-
nectivity.

At the groundbreaking ceremony held in May, Gil
Whitaker, dean of the Jones School, said, "Great build-
ings together with great students and faculty will make
it possible to meet Rice's high aspirations for the Jones
School. This splendid new building is an important
step in having the Jones School reach its full potential
to be one of the world's best in management education
and scholarship."

The building is scheduled for completion in sum-
mer 2002.

MAIN STREET

The New Wiess College
n October 5, 1999, members of the Rice
community broke ground for the new Wiess
College. The ceremony was held at the site
for the new Wiess Commons on what used
to be an intramural playing field south ofthe
existing Wiess College and west of Hanszen
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College. It is scheduled to be finished in 2001.

The old Wiess College, built in 1949 and origi-

nally named North College, was renamed in 1950 in

honor of Harry C. Wiess, founder of Humble Oil Co.

and vice chairman of the Rice Board of Trustees at the
time of his death in 1948. The many structural prob-

lems that the building suffered during
the years meant that renovation of old
Wiess College was not an option. The
new building, designed by Machado and
Silvetti Associates, will incorporate the
medallions, plaques, and original corner-
stone from the old building and will
house 231 students, two resident associ-

ates, and one visiting fac-
ulty member. Design el-
ements of the old Wiess
that Wiess residents
strongly felt contributed
to their sense of com-
munity will also be in-
cluded, such as single-
loaded room corridors,
external balconies, and a
large public courtyard

area. And a new kitchen/
servery will serve the
Wiess Commons as well
as a new Hanszen Com-
mons to be constructed
at the current facility's
location.

Perhaps Wiess Col-
lege president emeritus
Robert Lundin summed

up the sentiments about the future of
the residential college best when he said
during last year's ceremony, "This isn't
just about building a new building. It is
about the perseverance of the Team Wiess
culture as we make the transition to this
new building."

Martel College
n April of this year, Rice broke ground for
its newest edition to the Rice residential
college system, Martel College. Designed
by architect Michael Graves, the new col-
lege is supported by a gift from the Marian
and Speros Martel Foundation Inc.
Graves's design follows the style of the

Construction on the Web

For all the latest campus construc-
tion news and information, log on
to the Rice Construction website at
http://project. rice.edu/. And
while you're there, click on the
Jesse H. Jones School link to see
webcam updates on construction
of the new building.

1910 general plan of architect Ralph Adams Cram.

Martel College will be built of Rice's familiar rose-

hued brick, and stone columns and cipollino marble

accents will repeat motifs of nearby Jones College. The

four-story, 134,000-square-foot structure will be

formed around a central quadrangle.
Among its many features, Martel College will

include 232 student beds and an adjacent 4,500-

square-foot master's residence. There will be two

music practice rooms, three computer rooms, a televi-

sion and recreation room, four lounges, and a library.
The new college also will include a shared kitchen and
servery, which will serve about 750 residents ofMartel,
Brown, and Jones colleges.

Construction of Martel, which also includes ma-
jor renovations to Brown and Jones colleges, will
begin in spring 2001 and is expected to be completed
by December 2001, with additional phases to be

completed later. The renovations to the other colleges

include an addition of 44 beds to Jones and 58 to

Brown. Both colleges also will see a new commons

built, along with a new Jones master's house.
In all, the changes to the Rice campus will be

profound. The construction and renovation projects
signify growth and development of the university that

set a dynamic and vigorous pace for Rice at the dawn

of the new century. It's a pace that is just as ambitious

as that set in the early 20th century when Edgar Odell

Lovett was faced with a "flat and level prairie" and

envisioned a university "of the highest grade." The
immense beauty of the Rice campus and the leading-

edge functionality of each and every building it holds
are known throughout the world. The new construc-

tion and renovation projects of the 21st century will

serve to complement and enhance the already remark-

able campus.

ABOVE: THE NEW HUMANITIES BUILDING FEATURES TRADITIONAL RICE ARCHITECTURAL MOTIFS,

INCLUDING DETAILS THAT HELP CHARACTERIZE ACTIVITIES IN THE BUILDING.

AM-
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Open Book/Open House

Robed monks carrying thick, illuminated tomes strolled through the arcade
around the new Humanities Building's courtyard, each stopping beneath an
archway. Moments later, to the sound of aqueous, tranquil music, 10 or so
dancers garbed like Greek goddesses moved across the top of the arcade,
swaying to gentle, unseen currents.

Thus began Open Book/Open House, and those gathered for the perfor-
mance could tell this was anything but the usual Rice building dedication. For
the next hour, the crowd wandered through the building, watching one then
another of eight individual performances ongoing in the main lobby, class-
rooms, and stairwells. Finally, everyone gathered out front for the finale,
which featured all 40 dancers, dressed in white
and moving in an energetic, swirling tribute to
the new building.

The performance was choreographed spe-
cifically for the new building by Stephan
Koplowitz, a dance—theater artist who has devel-
oped an international reputation for creating
large-scale, site-specific multimedia works. "The

aim of my site-spe-
cific dances is to
transform a build-
ing—give people a
chance to experi-
ence it in a com-
pletely different
way," Koplowitz
explains. "Open
Book/Open House was inspired by the design
and use of the new Humanities Building, and
all of the creative material in this production
was designed to be seen in this unique con-
text." As Koplowitz promised ahead of time,
the performance contained "a certain amount
of whimsy" in its exploration of the building's
specific design and function.

Gale Stokes, interim dean of the School of
Humanities, said that a building dedication featuring choreography is not an
event that people typically associate with Rice, a school that has in the past
been viewed as a science and engineering institution. "A unique and thrilling
performance of this kind," Stokes says, "underscores the richness and
excitement of humanistic study at Rice." In addition to the performance
given at the building dedication ceremony on October 19, public perfor-
mances were given the two following nights.

Stephan Koplowitz has designed more than 40 site-specific performances
at locations around the world, including Grand Central Terminal in New
York City, the British Library and the Natural History Museum in London,
and the Kokerei Factory in Essen, Germany. His awards include a "Bessie" for
sustained achievement in choreography and six National Endowment for the
Arts Choreography Fellowships. Open Book/Open House was his first produc-
tion in the American Southwest.

For more information about Rice's School of Humanities, see: http://
www.rufrice.edu/—humadmin/.

—CHRISTOPHER Dow
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'T'S A SURE BET THAT IF YOU'VE SPENT MUCH
TIME AT RICE UNIVERSITY, YOU KNOW HE'S
THE FOUNDER. AND MOST OF YOU KNOW

that unscrupulous lawyer Albert Patrick and faithless valet Charles
Jones conspired to murder Rice and steal his fortune and that
Captain James A. Baker uncovered the plot and saw justice done.
Rice's death, 100 years ago on September 23, and the subsequent
trial have become iconographic for the Rice University community.
Oh, and of course you know that Rice's ashes are interred in the
base of the bronze statue affectionately named "Willy," located in
the Academic Quadrangle.

But who was this man whose life spanned most of a
century that saw the rise of American industrialism, the Civil
War, and the taming of the West and who, as a product,
founded one of the finest institutions of higher learning in
the world?

William Marsh Rice was born to Patty (Hall) and David
Rice in Springfield, Massachusetts, on March 14, 1816.
Named for pioneering Methodist circuit preacher William
Marsh, he was their third child, and seven more followed,
although three did not survive infancy. While history has left
little record of Patty Rice, David played a relatively promi-
nent role in his community. At the time ofVVilliam's birth, his
father worked in the forging shop of the Springfield Armory. He
later performed other tasks there, such as boring gun barrels and
making bayonets, and in 1833, he was appointed to the position of
inspector.

But David was not content with being a simple breadwinner.
Through the years, he also served in local and state political
positions and helped found the Methodist Episcopal Society's first
house of worship in the area. In the mid-1820s, David and six other
Springfield citizens formed a committee to oversee the construc-
tion of Springfield's first high school—an effort that surely influ-
enced William later to found the Rice Institute. The Classical High
School opened in September 1828, when William was 12, and he
enrolled soon after.

Not much is known about William's early years. In spring
1899, in a letter to his sister, Charlotte, he wrote, "Our childhood
had many pleasant hours. .. and the troubles were soon forgotten.
Fathers and Mothers thoughts were mostly devoted to their
children. I do not think they worried very much. Father had so firm
a reliance upon providence that nothing seemed to lay heavy on his
mind—though he was sensitive which could be seen at times."
Spelling and punctuation were never William's strong suits, and
that may be because his high school career was short-lived. Whether
due to restlessness or for financial reasons, he dropped out at age
15 and went to work as a clerk in the Family Grocery Store, owned
by a retired whaling captain named Henry L. Bunker.

Things looked bleak for
William, but the newspapers
carried a note of hope for ad-
venturoussouls—there wasfresh
and unmistakable opportunity
in the new nation of Texas.

LEFT, THE STATUE OF WILLIAM MARSH
RICE, SCULPTED BY JOHN ANGEL,
DEDICATED IN 1930, PHOTO BY TOMMY
LAVERGNE. ABOVE, PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM
MARSH RICE, PHOTO BY JEFF FITLOW. THE
TELEGRAPH AND TEXAS REGISTER, 1838,
THE YEAR RICE ARRIVED IN HOUSTON,
COURTESY HOUSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
METROPOLITAN RESEARCH CENTER.
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William worked for Bunker for four or five years and then
decided he knew enough about the business to open his own store.
Because William had not yet attained his majority, his father had to
co-sign his note, but William made good on his father's trust and
within two years had accumulated $2,700 in profit.

By then it was 1837, and the nation was experiencing a financial
crisis. Business fell off, and things looked bleak for William. But the
newspapers carried a note ofhope for adventurous souls—there was
fresh and unmistakable opportunity in the new nation of Texas.

Recognizing the potential for unlimited growth in Texas,
William sold his store and invested the profits in merchandise and
trade goods, which he sent off to Galveston by sea. Meanwhile, he
made the journey there by rail and by packet down the Ohio and

Mississippi Rivers. When he arrived in Galveston in October
1838, William was a wiry man of 22, rather small in stature,
with thick, dark hair and piercing blue eyes brimming with
energy. Those eyes saw an ugly frontier seaport whose
muddy, shanty-lined streets were full of stumps. But that
sight couldn't have been more disheartening than the news
that the ship carrying his merchandise had been lost at sea.
He was penniless.

He didn't stay that way for long. In February 1839, he
was issued a conditional grant to 320 acres of land by the
Harrisburg County Board of Commissioners, at the time a
fairly common procedure to disburse land to settlers in the
area. It is safe to assume that William did what he had to do
to survive and prosper in frontier Houston. For example, the
Texas Ranger Service Records show that, on March 16,

1839, a Wm. M. Rice enlisted as a private in the Texas Rangers and
served until the following September. If William was, indeed, a
Texas Ranger, he didn't let his duties interfere with his business
plans. On April 22, less than a month after his enlistment, he signed
an agreement to furnish liquor for the bar of the Milam House—
an ironic occupation since, throughout his life, William never
smoked or drank anything even as stimulating as coffee or tea.

With the proceeds from his business, he began acquiring more
property, and he entered into his first business partnership in 1840,
leasing property with Barnabas Haskill, a Houston merchant. The
partnership dissolved two years later, just in time for William to join
the Texas militia under General Sidney Sherman, formed to repel
Santa Anna's attempt to recapture San Antonio. The Mexican army
retreated before Sherman's force arrived, and the militia was
dissolved. And William returned to business in Houston.

In 1844, William entered into a long-lasting partnership with
Ebenezer B. Nichols, a successful local businessman whose ambi-
tions matched William's own. Their business—Rice and Nichols,
Importers and Wholesale Grocers—brought in goods and mer-
chandise from New Orleans and the eastern seaboard for resale to
local settlers and plantation owners. As he prospered from his
import business, William began considering export as well, and at
the time in Texas, that meant cotton.

His eyes saw an ugly frontier
seaport whose muddy, shanty-
lined streets were full of stumps.
But that sight couldn't have been
more disheartening than the
news that the ship carrying his
merchandise had been lost at
sea. He was penniless.

ABOVE, WILLIAM MARSH RICE AT THE AGE

OF 34 YEARS AND GALVESTON BAY IN

THE 1830s, FROM A GERMAN ENGRAVING.

BELOW, LOADING COTTON BALES IN

GALVESTON. PHOTOS COURTESY HOUSTON

PUBLIC LIBRARY METROPOLITAN RESEARCH

CENTER.
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Although only eight bales of cotton had been shipped to the

coast from Houston in 1839, the year William first engaged in
business, by 1844, he and other Houston merchants were deter-
mined to up the ante. They offered a prize of a gold cup to the first
cotton planter to bring in 20 bales. That spring, Houston's first
cotton compress began operation, and by the following year, the
export rate reached approximately 15,000 bales.

The cotton business proved very lucrative for William, though
he didn't involve himself in the growing of cotton—bad weather
and bugs made that too chancy a proposition. But he did
recognize that the cotton economy was dependent on good
transportation. Until then, every bale that came into the city
had to be dragged there by ox team, and fall rains frequently
conspired with the region's thick gumbo clay to impossibly
mire the country roads at the height of market time. William
knew there had to be a better way, and in 1850, he became
involved in the Houston and Brazos Plank Road Company,
which began "paving" the muddy byways with wooden
planks. That idea lasted only until William invested in the
Buffalo Bayou, Brazos & Colorado Railroad, which was
among the first railroads incorporated in Texas and the first
to actually lay track—in 1852, from Harrisburg to Stafford. The
railroad spelled the end of plank roads.

William began to send for other members of his family. His
older brother, David, was the first to join him, followed by Caleb
and Frederick, although Caleb soon returned to New England.
Also during this period, on June 29, 1850, William wed Margaret
Bremond, daughter of a business associate. On their honeymoon,
the newlyweds accidentally missed passage aboard the Mississippi
steamer Oregon, which exploded and sank in the river a few days
later.

Soon after the Rices returned to Houston, William's business
partner, Ebenezer Nichols, moved to Galveston to oversee their
interests there. William purchased his recently built Greek Revival-
style house and moved it to the corner of San Jacinto and Congress
Streets, overlooking Courthouse Square. He and Margaret at-
tended Houston's nascent cultural events and joined the Episcopa-
lian Christ Church, to which William became a frequent benefactor.
It was here that he met the Reverend Charles Gillette, a proponent
of public education. Influenced by Gillette, William began actively
supporting various educational endeavors in Houston. In 1856, he
was an incorporator of the Houston Academy; in 1857, he was a
member of the board of the Houston Educational Society; and two
years later, he was a trustee of both the Second Ward Free School
and the Texas Medical College.

The 10 years before the Civil War were prosperous ones for
planters and cotton merchants—William included. And during this
time, William continued to invest in transportation by founding the
Houston and Galveston Navigation Company and playing an
instrumental role in early development of the Buffalo Bayou Ship
Channel. He also was involved in the Huntsville Railroad Com-
pany, the Houston Tap & Brazoria Railway Company, the Houston
& Texas Central Railroad Company, and the Houston Direct

On their honeymoon, the newly-
weds accidentally missed pas-
sage aboard the Mississippi
steamer Oregon, which ex-
ploded and sank in the river a
few days later.

ABOVE, MAIN STREET HOUSTON IN 1856.

BELOW, A STEAMER ON BUFFALO BAYOU

AND AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE BUFFALO

BAYOU, BRAZOS 64 COLORADO RAILROAD.

PHOTOS COURTESY HOUSTON PUBLIC

LIBRARY METROPOLITAN RESEARCH

CENTER.
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The Union, Confederate, and
Mexican governments were
vying for control; cotton ruled
the markets, bringing a dollar,
gold, per pound; and the
populations of Brownsville,
Matamoros, and Bagdad on
the Rio exploded with mer-
chants, gamblers, swindlers,
deserters, and undercover
agents.

ABOVE, AN ELEVATED STREERCAR IN

HOUSTON. BELOW, THE ORIGINAL HOUSTON

ACADEMY, INCORPORATED IN 1856.

PHOTOS COURTESY HOUSTON PUBLIC

LIBRARY METROPOLITAN RESEARCH

CENTER.

Navigation Company. His nontransportation investments included
the Union Marine and Fire Insurance Company, the Houston
Insurance Company, and the City Bank of Houston. In 1860, he
reported a net worth of $750,000, which may have made him the
second richest man in Texas—the first being sugar planter John
Hunter Herndon of Brazoria County.

T e Civil ar, however, broug t an almost immediate halt to
the building of railroads and the flow of merchandise through
coastal cities. Houston's booming business life came to a standstill.
The war hit the Texas economy particularly hard because Texas had
to import nearly everything from clothing to food to equipment
and luxuries. But Houston still had cotton. William began dis-

patching delivery wagons to the Richmond area southwest
of Houston and, despite the war, did a booming trade with
plantations.

During the early war years, Margaret worked in the war
relief effort, and the Rices regularly contributed to patriotic
causes, relief efforts, and the families of soldiers who had
died on the battlefield. But then, tragedy struck on August
13, 1863, when Margaret, then only 31 years old, fell ill and
died. The cause is unrecorded, but yellow fever and cholera
are likely suspects, being regular summertime visitors to
Houston at the time and sometimes claiming hundreds of
victims.

By the end of the year, William left Houston and moved
to Monterrey, Mexico. His movements during the next 20
months are hard to trace accurately, but he later wrote, "I
went to Mexico—Monteray and down to Matamoros and
after a little delay on to Havana, remained there a month or
two, then returned to Matamoros where I was in business
until August 1865, at which time I returned to Houston."

The last two years of the Civil War were unstable, both
politically and financially, and the lower Rio Grande Valley area
demonstrated its own particular chaos. The Union, Confederate,
and Mexican governments were vying for control; cotton ruled the
markets, bringing a dollar in gold per pound; and the populations
of Brownsville, Matamoros, and Bagdad on the Rio exploded with
merchants, gamblers, swindlers, deserters, and undercover agents.
With millions in gold passing through the area, it was just the kind
of environment for an energetic and enterprising businessman, and
William was in the thick of it all, emerging from the war even
wealthier than before.

When he finally returned to Houston in August 1865, he was
out of the cotton business, but that didn't slow him down much.
In early 1866, he again assumed a leadership role in Houston as
director of the Houston Insurance Company. Later that same year,
the Houston Direct Navigation Company, with William on the
board of directors, had extended its charter to improve navigation
on Buffalo Bayou. And in 1868, William, together with two other
directors of the Houston & Texas Central Railroad, set up a
partnership for laying out town sites along the route of the
expanding railroad. The next year, the Houston Direct Navigation
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Company, with William still on the board, became the Buffalo
Bayou Ship Channel Company, which guaranteed to dredge the
bayou to a depth of nine feet all the way from the Bolivar channel
to Houston.

In 1867, William married for the second time in Christ Church
in Houston. His bride, Julia Elizabeth Baldwin Brown, affection-
ately known as Libbie, was the 40-year-old widow of wealthy
landowner John Brown and sister of Frederick Rice's wife, Char-
lotte Baldwin Rice. The ceremony took place in the midst of one of
the worst yellow fever epidemics in Houston's history, and imme-
diately after, the couple moved to New York City, journeying to
Houston only during the winter months or for business.

gr4

The move was not unexpected. The end of the Civil War had
shifted national finances to New York, and while William's busi-
nesses were primarily in Texas, he needed to be close to the financial
markets. The move also gave him the chance to renew his family ties
in Massachusetts. He showed great generosity toward members of
his family and bestowed many gifts on his relatives. He had
already bought a new home for his aging parents, though his
father died in 1867 after living in the house for only six
months, and William also extended financial help to his
sisters and their children. Finally, after several years of
alternating between hotels in New York City and the homes
of relatives and friends in Houston, the Rices settled into a
home in Green Brook, New Jersey, just 30 miles from
Manhattan.

Life in Green Brook was good. William could take a
commuter train into the city for business, and he had the
means to build exactly the kind of house he wanted—a
gentleman's country residence. His neighbors recalled him
as generally friendly and fair, though a man who wanted his
money's worth. He paid a great deal of attention to the working
details of the farm, and, according to one of the farm hands, "He
wanted everything first class." Until 1883, when he and Libbie
moved to an apartment in New York City, William constantly made
improvements to the property. When a friend asked if he would ever
finish the place, he replied, "I hope never, while I live, because I
shall always want something to amuse me."

In 1879, William made what turned out to be the most valuable
investment of his life when he bought more than 50,000 acres of
government land in Beauregard Parish, Louisiana. Though he did
not live to see its potential come to fruition, this prime forest land
was to prove immensely important to the fledgling Rice Institute,
providing the funds to construct the earliest buildings on campus
and to hire the first faculty. And in the 1930s, a hidden wealth in oil
and gas was discovered there, bolstering Rice Institute's financial
circumstances during the Great Depression.

William constantly made im-
provements to the property.
When a friend asked ifhe would
ever finish the place, he replied,
"I hope never, while I live, be-
cause I shall always want some-
thing to amuse me."

ABOVE, THE RICE-NICHOLS-CHERRY HOUSE,

RESTORED BY THE HARRIS COUNTY HERITAGE
SOCIETY, PHOTO COURTESY HARRIS COUNTY

HERITAGE SOCIETY. BELOW, THE ORIGINAL RICE
HOTEL, PHOTO COURTESY HOUSTON PUBLIC
LIBRARY METROPOLITAN RESEARCH CENTER.
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"Texas received me when I was pen-
niless, without friends or even ac-
quaintances, and now in the evening
of my life, I recognize my obligation
to her and her children. I wish now to
leave to the boys and girls struggling
for a place in the sun the fortune I
have been able to accumulate."

—William Marsh Rice

ABOVE, RICE UNIVERSITY'S LOVETT HALL UNDER

CONSTRUCTION IN 1911. BELOW, WILLIAM

MARSH RICE IN HIS LATER YEARS, ENGRAVING BY

E.G. WILLIAMS St BRO., NEW YORK.

Now at age 63 and childless, William began to consider a major
ongoing project or institution that he could endow with his still-
growing fortune. During his frequent visits to Houston, he had

spoken with Cesar Maurice Lombardi, president of Houston

Electric Light and Power Company and president of the Houston
School Board, about the matter. Lombardi encouraged William to
build a municipal high school, but William responded that the city
should be responsible for its own public schools. But he did have
another idea, inspired by Stephen Girard, a French multimillionaire

whose legacy funded a school for orphans in Philadelphia, and by

Peter Cooper, whose fortune laid the foundation for a working

man's institution in New York City, and, undoubtedly, by his own
father's efforts in founding the Classical High School in
Springfield. He would found Houston's first institution of
higher education. The charter for the William M. Rice
Institute for the Advancement of Literature, Science, and
Art was signed on May 13, 1891, and registered in Austin six
days later.

William initially established an endowment of $200,000
for the Rice Institute but revised his will in 1896 after the
death of his wife, Libbie, and left the bulk of his estate,
totaling $4,631,259.08, to the institute, intending to give
the new institution a firm financial foundation. "Texas
received me when I was penniless, without friends or even
acquaintances," he wrote. "And now in the evening of my
life, I recognize my obligation to her and her children. I wish
now to leave to the boys and girls struggling for a place in the
sun the fortune I have been able to accumulate."

Qs(painting of William in his later years shows a slight man
with a white beard, direct gaze, and a stern expression
gained through many years of shrewd entrepreneurship.

During his life, William contributed significantly to the develop-

ment of Houston and Texas through his many roles as merchant,

liquor supplier, shipowner, cotton trader, railroad builder, land-
owner, timber merchant, vegetable oil processor, rancher, hotel

owner, and moneylender. Today, though, on the 100th anniversary
of his death, much of that seems like ancient history. But if most of
us know little about William Marsh Rice beyond the events sur-

rounding his death and his statue in the Academic Quadrangle, we
do remember him for his greatest achievement—the exceptional
university he gave to Houston and the world.

Sources:
A History of Rice University: The Institute Years, 1907-1963, by

Fredericka Meiners (Rice University Press, 1982).
William Marsh Rice and His Institute: A Biographical Study,

edited by Sylvia Stallings Morris from the papers and notes of
Andrew Forest Muir (Rice University Press, 1972).

"The Family of William Marsh Rice," by B. Rice Aston. The

Cornerstone (newsletter of the Rice Historical Society, fall 1995).
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Sarah Cortez '72 puts on her bulletproof
vest. The custom-fit garment covers every
inch of her torso, and in spite of the
discomfort it produces, especially in 100-
degree Texas weather, Cortez lauds the
lifesaver. "Don't ever put on your uni-
form without putting on a vest. You never
know when someone might want to shoot
a police officer," says Cortez, a deputy
constable in northeast Harris County.
Cortez loves her vest so

much that she has written
a poem in its honor. In
"Ode to Body Armor,"
she beseeches the vest, as
if it were a guardian an-
gel, to protect her:
"Sturdy, lightweight,
space-age Kevlar/miracle
of modern technological
advancements/mysteri-
ous fusion of high tenac-
ity fibers encircling/my
heart, lungs, and guts.
Protect me against/the
bullets of those who wish
to kill me . . ."
With her vest, her blue

and brown uniform, her
close-cropped hair, and
her authoritative de-
meanor, Cortez may look
like an ordinary cop, but
she is not. Underneath
that hard shell lies a sensi-
tive soul who writes poetry like few can in the world
of law enforcement.
There may be poets who write about being a

police officer, but most are not police officers them-
selves. "Because other talents," says Nicolas Kanellos,
director of Arte Publico Press, "Sarah Cortez is able
to capture the insights of the unknown culture of
the inner city and particularly of police work and the
mindset of a police person."
Kanellos explains that his press publishes only one

book of poetry a year and rarely publishes a first
book of poems. But with Cortez, they made an
exception because her poetry is exceptional. "That's
how strong we feel about her work; we are ready to
take artistic and financial risks."

Her book, How to Undress a cop, was released this
September to many favorable reviews. Kirkus Re-
views praised Cortez for writing "convincingly on
the charged topics of lust, fear, and home." Latina
Magazine called it a "dazzling collection" of poetic
works that leaves you "panting for more."
Some of the poems that appear in the book were

previously honored with the 1999 Texas PEN Award
for Poetry. "What the Texas PEN organization must
have recognized as unique are the different worlds
Ms. Cortez inhabits as Chicana, woman, artist,
police officer, and community activist," says Jose
Aranda, associate professor of English at Rice Uni-

versity. "Her poetry is re-
plete with a certain steely
naturalism of these
worlds."

Many of Cortez's po-
ems talk about the hard-
ships of a being a cop—
officers getting shot,
officers getting killed, of-
ficers working a bloody
traffic accident—themes
little explored by poets.
"You hear about the hu-
manizing of the victim,
but you never hear about
the humanizing of the po-
lice," says novelist Tony
Diaz, founder of Nuestra
Palabra, a Houston liter-
ary group for Latino writ-
ers. Diaz explains that for
years Hispanic poets have
written about police bru-
tality and oppression, but
Cortez has taken the op-

posite view. "She has a voice in a field that is pretty
much untouched," Diaz says.
Her lyrical poems also explore her Mexican roots

and depict the pleasures of physical love. "They are
not written for the sake of tantalization," explains
Cortez. The poems, she says, have a strong under-
score that go beyond the superficial erotic themes.
For example, the poem "Undressing a Cop" explores
how police officers can become emotionally closed
after years of seeing the dark side of humanity.

Writing poetry is the latest development of Cortez's
varied career. Her three degrees—a B.A. in psychology
and religion from Rice, a master's in classical studies
from the University of Texas, and a master's in ac-
counting from the University of Houston—allowed

SARAHCORTE z
may have taken a few
detours on her path, but
when her SETDIVIE Ei
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writer finally arrived, it
was well protected
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by a bulletproof vest.
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Cortez to pursue several different pro-
fessions. She has been a teacher at
St. Agnes Academy, a tax accoun-
tant for Arthur Andersen, and an
employee benefits consultant for
Buck Consultants as well as a cop.
But for Cortez, who is 50, being a

poet was always in her heart. The
Houston native was in second grade
when she decided to be a writer. At
12, that dream dissipated after she
saw a picture of Ernest Hemingway
in scruffy clothes, which made her
think that all writers were doomed to
poverty.
She graduated from high school in

1968, a year of social unrest in the
nation, but Cortez says she was oblivi-
ous to all of that because she lived in
a very protective family en-
vironment. "I was very
naive, very innocent," she
says.
At Rice, she became in-

terested in comparative
mythology, thanks to pro-
fessor of art and art history
Thomas McEvilley. "His
classes inspired me to want
to learn more," says Cortez.
She taught herself ancient
Greek and then pursued a
master's in classical studies
at the University of Wash-
ington in Seattle before transferring to the Univer-
sity of Texas and graduating in 1979. She concen-
trated on Babylonian, Syrian, Egyptian, Greek,
Roman, and Hindu mythologies in an effort to find
a common spiritual ground among them all.
She returned to Houston and worked for two

years at St. Agnes Academy, where she taught Latin
and English and coached soccer. Though she loved
teaching, the pay was too low, she says, which
prompted her to seek a more lucrative profession.
After receiving her master's in accounting in 1981,
Cortez worked for Arthur Andersen for three years.
She then moved to a smaller firm thinking she would
like it more—only to find out that wasn't the case—
and she began to realize that maybe accounting was
not for her. She switched to employee benefits and
worked for several years for Buck Consultants until
she was laid off.
During this time, Cortez was actively involved

with her civic organization in trying to stop sexually
oriented businesses from proliferating. Working with
Houston police officers in combating the problem,
Cortez became fascinated with policing and decided
to try her hand in law enforcement.
"I was also getting tired of moving papers,"

explains Cortez. "For 14 years, I had been sitting
behind a desk, and I wanted something different."
Her decision to become a police officer cost her
personally. Her husband, Cortez says, was so against
the idea that it caused the couple to divorce. Her
parents, however, were very supportive.
Cortez knew she was taking a big risk. She was 41

and would be competing against much younger
students in the police academy. She was also leaving
a successful career to enter one that offered no
promises. Undeterred, she marched ahead. She
graduated in 1993 from the University of Houston
Criminal Justice Center and got her first job as a
police officer at the University of Houston. After a
year, Cortez was promoted to corporal and, in
addition to her law enforcing duties, began training
rookies and doing crime prevention programs.
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In 1998, she joined the Deputy Harris County
Constable, Precinct Four. She now handles traffic
stops, sexual assault cases, barking dogs, and the
crime prevention programs. "It's a totally different
world out in the streets," Cortez says. "None of the
rules that apply to society apply to the streets. You
never know what might happen."
As Cortez has found out, being a cop is not easy.

It takes a lot ofphysical and psychological stamina to
deal with sexual assault cases and traffic stops.
Cortez remembers one sexual assault case in which
she had to work eight straight hours without eating,
resting, or going to the restroom while trying to get
medical evidence and facts from people who were
lying or were afraid to talk about the victim.
"There is a wide range of human activity, and if it

is not illegal, most of the time I can't do anything
about it," she explains. "I am not a marriage coun-
selor or a priest."
But she is on a mission to make the streets safer.

She looks forward to putting on her uniform and
patrolling the northeast Harris County neighbor-
hoods. "To me," she says, "the ultimate challenge of
police work is that you have to be able to walk into
any situation and know immediately how to handle
it and keep everyone safe, including yourself, and do
it in a legal way."
While working as a police officer, Cortez returned

to her childhood dream of being a writer. She began
by writing personal essays, and she managed to get
a few published in a literary magazine. When her
marriage was falling apart, she attempted to write
fiction, she says, but poetry came out instead. So
that's what she kept writing. For a while, Cortez
sent her pieces to a friend to critique them and found
some encouragement to continue writing. "But I
couldn't find a literary community in Houston that
worked for me," she says.
She found that community in 1995, when she was

accepted to a summer writing workshop for women
in the Oregon wilderness. Texas poet Naomi Shihab
Nye, a teacher in the program, said she was having
a hard time trying to select the members for the class
when she came across Cortez's poems.
"Boom!—there came Sarah," writes Shihab Nye

in the forward of How to Undress a Cop. "Her
poems, with their tough muscles, neat lines and
rippling visceral imagery, woke me right up. . . . It
was not only the rarity of policeworld imagery in her
poems that captured me, or the tantalizing, edgy
sexiness discovered late at night, but an organic
sense of narrative, a gripping rightness in how she
shaped and layered a vivid scene. Many of her scenes

made an eerie underworld feel very near."
Cortez writes about the two things that fascinate

her more than anything in life: sex and death.
"Those are two places where people of the Western
culture allow ourselves to experience mystery," ex-
plains Cortez. "Mystery is essential in our lives. We
all have an innate need for mystery and also an innate
need to understand it."
While readers might assume that the poems are

autobiographical, Cortez says that most are not. She
says the poet's voice is not always the writer's and
that she writes about cultural experiences. "Some-
times I might be telling a story that happened to
another female," she explains. "I am always looking
for the truth of the poem. I am always reaching for
that story under the story."
Glimpses of her own story, however, are seen in

certain poems, especially those that long for her
cultural heritage, an aspect of her life that she had
neglected for many years. "I was raised to be white,"
she says. "I grew up in a white neighborhood and
went to schools that were predominantly white."
Cortez says she "felt really stupid" in her effort to
recover her past, because she doesn't speak Spanish.
Searching for a way to reconcile her inner conflict,

she audited a Chicano literature course at Rice.
Assistant Professor Jose Aranda, who is well versed
in issues of self-identification, told her not worry
about her linguistics shortcomings. "He told me
that as long as I had Mexican blood, my roots would
always be Mexican." Success in writing has brought
demands on Cortez for more writing—so much so
that policing has taken a back seat. She is now
working part time as a cop and is devoting more time
to writing and teaching. She was recently appointed
for a second year as a visiting scholar at the Univer-
sity of Houston's Center for Mexican American
Studies, where she is teaching a creative writing
course and completing a book about childhood. She
is also working on a first novel and is editing an
anthology of her students' work.
Her latest job change is just one more chapter in

a long and varied career, and Cortez relishes the
many transformations of her life. "I learned many
valuable things in each one of them," she says. "Life
is a path. Picking something and staying with it—a
career, a hobby, a relationship—is a spiritual jour-
ney. The most important thing is what you learn by
sticking to it."
Sarah Cortez may have taken a few detours on her

path, but when her second-grade dream of being a
writer finally arrived, it was well protected—shielded
by a bulletproof vest. •
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WHO'S WHO

Teaching in the
Long Rufr 741

With the start of this semester and
after years of hard work, Alan J.
Chapman '45 has become the long-
est-teaching professor at Rice Uni-
versity, breaking the old record of 54
years set by his father-in-law, Hubert
Bray '18.
Chapman, the Harry S. Cameron

Professor Emeritus ofMechanical En-
gineering, takes his monumental
achievement in humble stride. "I feel
the same," he says and cracks a smile.
Sitting behind his cluttered desk in
the Mechanical Engineering Build-
ing, he is thankful that he is able to
prepare for another class.

"It's been a continuous love af-
fair," he says. "It's been a very enjoy-
able experience. The students are a
delight to work with."
Chapman's love affair with Rice

began early in life. He was a teenager
when he enrolled at Rice as a student,
and because ofWorld War II, he went
to classes year-round. In 1945, three
years after he'd started college, he
graduated with a mechanical engi-
neering degree.
He spent one year in the navy on

the aircraft carrier USS Midway in the
Atlantic and then joined the Rice
faculty in 1946. He was 21. He is now
75. Counting his student and teach-
ing days, Chapman has been at Rice
58 years.

In the span of more than half a
century, Chapman is one of the very
few to witness the vast changes at
Rice. When he came to Rice, only a
few scattered buildings occupied the
285-acre campus, his department had
five professors (now it has 20), and
Edgar Odell Lovett, the school's first
president, was still in office. Rice has
had five presidents since then, and
Chapman has served under all ofthem.
"Rice is different in every aspect,"

Chapman says. "The students are
more talented, the faculty is much
larger and more accomplished, and
the research activity is more intense
and a bigger part of the university.
Rice was good back then, but it was
not as well known. Now it is interna-
tionally recognized as a first-class uni-
versity that still retains a dedication to
the undergraduate."
Over the years, Chapman has gar-

nered an array of honors. He served
as chair of the mechanical engineer-
ing department three times, was vice
president for administration one
year, and worked as dean of the
George R. Brown School of Engi-
neering from 1975 to 1980. He also
was president of the National Colle-
giate Athletic Association (NCAA)
and has been the NCAA parliamen-
tarian since 1975.
"There is no other person that I

know of who has had such devotion
to this university," says Franz Brotzen,
the Stanley C. Moore Professor Emeri-
tus of Materials Science.

Brotzen, who has been at Rice for
several decades, remembers the spring
of 1955, when the department chair
left at mid-semester and Chapman,
who was then a young assistant pro-
fessor, was asked to take over. "He
did an admirable job for years,"
Brotzen says.

In addition to his many honors and
positions, Chapman also has won the
Brown Award for Superior Teaching
five times, and in 1984, he received
the Brown Award for Excellence in
Teaching.
Chapman credits his teaching suc-

cess, in part, to his father-in-law,
Hubert Bray, who was a math profes-
sor. Bray started at Rice in 1916 as a
teaching assistant, earned Rice's first
Ph.D. in 1918, and retired in 1970.
"I admired my father-in-law very

much," says Chapman. "He was a
great teacher who demanded the best
from his students." Chapman says he
still uses some of Bray's phrases to
teach his classes. For example, he asks
his students: "How would you solve
this problem if you were shipwrecked
on a deserted island and you didn't
have your textbook?"
Noel Willis '59, who studied under

Chapman as an undergraduate and
graduate student, says he remembers
those quirky problems and a few more.
Chapman, Willis says, once assigned
the class the problem of figuring out
how long it would take to cook a
turkey under certain conditions.
"He had a great sense of humor,

and he had a personal interest in all
the students," explains Willis. "I re-
member that he would encourage us
to be on time by locking the class-
room door."
For Chapman, teaching is what he

has enjoyed the most at Rice. And he
doesn't plan to stop anytime soon.
"Students keep you on your toes, and
you have to be prepared," says
Chapman. "As long as! am useful and
Rice wants me to teach, I will con-
tinue teaching."

-DAVID D. MEDINA
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WHO'S WHO

In the News
Twenty-three Rice University fac-
ulty members have earned emeri-
tus status this year. Coming from
the schools of humanities, music,
engineering, and natural sciences,
they represent decades of signifi-
cant contributions in the areas of
teaching, research, and service to
their academic disciplines. They
are: Frank W. Bearden, Profes-
sor Emeritus of Human Perfor-
mance and Health Sciences;
Hardy M. Bourland, Lecturer
Emeritus on Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering; John W.
Brelsford, Professor Emeritus of
Psychology; James W. Campbell,
Professor Emeritus of Biochem-
istry and Cell Biology; Sam H.
Davis Jr., Professor Emeritus of
Chemical Engineering; Derek C.
Dyson, Professor Emeritus of
Chemical Engineering; John W.
Freeman, Professor Emeritus of
Space Physics and Astronomy;
Ingrid Hansz, Lecturer Emerita
of Spanish; Neil "Sandy" Ha-
vens, Professor Emeritus of Art
and Art History; Eva J. Lee, Pro-
fessor Emerita of Human Perfor-
mance and Health Sciences; F.
Curtis Michel, Andrew Hays
Buchanan Professor Emeritus of
Astrophysics; Ellsworth
Milburn, Professor Emeritus of
Composition and Theory;
Charles Robert O'Dell, Andrew
Hays Buchanan Professor Emeri-
tus of Astrophysics; Graham A.
Palmer, Professor Emeritus of
Biochemistry and Cell Biology;
Thomas A. Rabson, Professor
Emeritus of Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering; Joan Rea,
Professor Emerita of Hispanic and
Classical Studies; Stephen
Subtelny, Professor Emeritus of
Ecology and Evolutionary Biol-
ogy; Hector N. Urrutibeheity,
Professor Emeritus of Hispanic
and Classical Studies; G. King

Walters, Sam and Helen Worden
Professor Emeritus of Physics;
Chao-Cheng Wang, Noah
Harding Professor Emeritus of
Computational and Applied
Mathematics; Raymond 0. Wells
Jr., Professor Emeritus of Math-
ematics and Education; Walter
M. Wicirig, Professor Emeritus
of Art History; and Michael
Winkler, Professor Emeritus of
German.
Judith Brown, who served as

dean of the School of Humani-
ties since 1995, left Rice last
summer to become vice presi-
dent for academic affairs and
provost at Wesleyan University
in Middletown, Connecticut.
The outgoing dean of the School
of Humanities said she will miss
"the people and the very
unbureaucratic environment" at
Rice. Gale Stokes, who has been
at Rice since 1968 and is the
Mary Gibbs Jones Professor of
History, has been named interim
dean.

Vicki Colvin, assistant profes-
sor ofchemistry, Peter Druschel,
assistant professor of computer
science, and Lydia Kavraki, as-
sistant professor of computer sci-
ence, were selected as Sloan Re-
search Fellows for 2000-2002 by
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
The three were among 104 re-
searchers in physics, chemistry,
computer science, mathematics,
neuroscience, and economics cho-
sen for a boost at the early stages
of their careers because of their
"exceptional promise to contrib-
ute to the advancement of knowl-
edge." Awarded unrestricted
grants of $40,000 for a two-year
period, Sloan fellows are free to
pursue whatever lines of research
are of most interest to them.
Katherine Bennett Ensor,

chair of the statistics department

and professor, has been elected
Fellow of the American Statistical
Association (ASA). The goal of
the ASA, a scientific and educa-
tional society, is to promote ex-
cellence in the application of sta-
tistical science. Founded in 1839,
it is the second-oldest professional
association in the country. With
this honor for Ensor, Rice be-
comes one of few American uni-
versities in which all full profes-
sors of statistics are Fellows of the
American Statistical Association.
Tony Gorry, who served as

vice president for information
technology and professor ofcom-
puter science, has moved to the
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Management, where he will
serve full time as the Friedkin
Chair in Management. The holder
of the Friedkin Chair in Manage-
ment bridges the Jones School
and the George R. Brown School
of Engineering, and Gorry will
remain a professor of computer
science in the engineering school.
Gorry also is director of Rice's
Center for Technology in Teach-
ing and Learning, administrative
director of the W.M. Keck Center
for Computational Biology, and
adjunct professor in the Division
of Neuroscience at Baylor Col-
lege of Medicine.
John Hutchinson, associate

professor ofchemistry and master
ofVViess College, has been named
assistant vice president for stu-
dent affairs and director of aca-
demic advising. He will work in
the new positions part time to
allow him to remain on the fac-
ulty of the chemistry department.

Stages Repertory Theatre pre-
sented the Douglas Mitchell Play
Festival over three weekends last
spring. Douglas Mitchell, lec-
turer in linguistics, was named
Stages' playwright-in-residence
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WHO'S WHO

In the News
last October. He has been on the
Rice faculty for 20 years, and his
work is beginning to garner inter-
national attention. Last fall, his
play Old Friends was presented
with Edward Albee's Zoo Story in
the Netherlands, with Albee di-
recting.
Moshe Vardi, the Noah

Harding Professor of Computer
Science and chair of the Depart-
ment of Computer Science, has
received the 2000 Godel Prize,
which recognizes outstanding
papers in the area of theoretical
computer science. Awarded an-
nually, the Godel Prize is spon-
sored jointly by the European
Association for Theoretical Com-
puter Science and the Special
Interest Group on Algorithms
and Computing Theory of the
Association of Computing Ma-
chinery. The prize includes an
award of $5,000, sponsored by a
grant from PWS Publishers in
cooperation with International
Thomson Publishing.

Gilbert Whitaker, dean of the
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Management, and his wife,
Ruth, are being honored by the
University of Michigan Business
School for their pivotal and long-
lasting contributions there. The
Gilbert and Ruth Whitaker Pro-
fessorship was recently announced
by the university, where Whitaker
served as dean of the business
school for nearly 12 years. His
wife served as a hands-on silent
partner, investing considerable
time and talent in the realization
of business school and university
goals.

Last academic year, two mem-
bers of the Rice faculty were
awarded Fulbright Scholarships,
enabling them to lecture and
conduct research abroad. They
are Andy Whitford, assistant

professor of political science, and
Roderick McIntosh, professor
of anthropology. A Rice staff
member, Patricia Bass, assistan
dean of Student Judicial Pro-
grams and prelaw adviser, also
received a 1999-2000 Fulbright
Scholarship.
Chuck Henry, vice provost and

university librarian, will serve as
interim chief information officer
(CIO) until December 31. He is
taking over for Tony Gorry, who
left the post of vice president for
information technology to serve
full time as the Friedkin Chair in
Management in the Jesse H. Jones
Graduate School ofManagement.
As interim CIO, Henry heads the
organization that reported to
Gorry and will coordinate a re-
view of its programs and services.
Shirley Redwine, general

counsel for Rice since 1990, rc
cently announced that she will
leave Rice to pursue business op-
portunities. Redwine announced
her retirement in June, but she
won't leave until December, in
order to give Rice sufficient time
to find her replacement.
Barbara White became Rice's

new director of project manage-
ment and planning in May. Be-
fore coming to Rice, White spent
five years as a university architc t
at the University of Miami, from
which she has a master's in busi-
ness administration. She also stud-
ied at the Georgia Institute of
Technology and the University
of Texas—Arlington, where she
received a bachelor of science
degree in architecture. White will
oversee all major building and
renovation projects to ensure that
they are completed within bud-
get and according to specifica-
tions that meet the needs of the
students, staff, and faculty who
will use the building.
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Engineering Exchange
Provides Global Experience

Engineering students, brush up on your foreign language skills and sign up
for frequent flyer miles. It's time to go abroad.

In April, Rice officially became a mem-
ber of Global Engineering Education
Exchange (Global E3), an interna-
tional exchange program for engineer-
ing students. The program is designed
to allow students to take courses over-
seas at participating universities for
credit at their home institutions while
receiving practical training in another
country.
"This program will complement

Rice's study abroad program," says
Shannon Cates, associate director for
Study Abroad and the primary archi-
tect of Rice's Global E3 affiliation
movement. In less than a year after
learning about Global E3, Rice ap-
plied to the selective program, was
approved, and became an official
member.

'We are offering something to
industry—skilled students with
international experience—that
no one else is offering:'

-SHANNON CATES

"The Global E3 program puts Rice
on the map as a significant engineer-
ing participant in international educa-
tion," says Mark Scheid, assistant to
the president and executive director of
international programs and scholar-
ships. "The Institute of International
Education, which runs the Global E3
program, wants Rice to take a leader-
ship role as well, and we look forward
to doing that."

Global E3 program graduates gain
the necessary foreign language ability,
cross-cultural skills, and professional
experience to excel in today's multina-

tional and multicultural business envi-
ronment. "We are offering something
to industry—skilled students with in-
ternational experience—that no one
else is offering," Cates says. "In addi-
tion, the students will get a real sense
of self and expand their horizons."

Currently, more than 70 universi-
ties in 13 countries are members ofthe
Global E3 program, including about
28 universities in the United States.
Some member institutions conduct
courses in English, and at others, know-
ing a foreign language is required.
Almost all engineering disciplines are
available among the many Global E3
member institutions, although not
every discipline is available at every
school. "We will work closely with
faculty to identify institutions that are
good matches for individual students
in terms of curriculum, programs, and
student services," Cates says.
Through tuition swaps, students

continue to pay tuition to their home
campuses rather than to the overseas
host universities. "Working with the
students, we can really tailor-make
their experience," Cates says, "at the
same cost as Rice, or possibly less."

Engineering students at the junior
and senior levels are eligible for the
program, and students can participate
for a summer, semester, or academic
year. The first group of Rice students is
expected to go abroad in spring 2001.
Sending engineers abroad is excit-

ing, especially for an institution the
size of Rice, Cates says, because of the
opportunities that become available.
She is especially excited about a Turk-
ish university's membership—the
Middle East Technical University,
where the course work is in English
and a large emphasis is on oil concerns
and research.
The program is run in the United

States by the Institute of International
Education (IIE), the same organiza-
tion responsible for administering the
Fulbright scholars program. Susannah
Spodek, program manager at LIE, says
the organization looks for a high cali-
ber of university so that students can
move back and forth in programs at a
comparable level. The program, which
got started in 1995, now sends about
75 students abroad from the United
States and welcomes about 75 foreign
students each year.
"We are really encouraging the fac-

ulty to get involved," Spodek says.
"We need faculty support to help stu-
dents find out about study abroad.
The program works best for students
when the faculty understands what is
going on." Involvement also can help
the faculty make links within the sys-
tem and expand their own research or
even travel themselves.
A benefit of the Global E3 pro-

gram, Cates says, is being part of the
global community, sharing informa-
tion, and troubleshooting with one
another. Regular meetings bring the
faculty and administrative participants
from institutions together. In the fu-
ture, they hope to have more faculty
attend those meetings.

Global E3 has been supported by
the National Science Foundation, the
AT&T Foundation, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, and institutional
membership fees. In 1998, the Ford
Motor Company became the first cor-
porate sponsor of the program.
For more information and for a

complete list of member institutions,
visit http://www.iie.org/pgms/
global- e3/.

-LIA UNRALI
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SCORE130ARD

RUGBY!

Quickly, now, name the Rice team
that earned a top-10 finish last sea-
son, falling in the postseason only
to a pair of Final Four contenders.
Ifyou answered baseball or women's
basketball or one ofthe other newly
resurgent Owl teams, go to the
back of the class; the answer is the
Rice men's rugby club.

Last spring, the rugby Owls ad-
vanced to the USA Rugby Colle-
giate Sweet Sixteen for the second
time—the first was in 1997. Led by
the play of scrumhalf Steve
Vaughan, prop Phil Alexander,
flyhalf Nick Carling, and loose forward Judd Smith (a
former all-Western Athletic Conference football standout),
the Owls trounced Princeton 37-8 for Rice's first win in
the national playoffs. Along the way, Rice lost only to
Wyoming and Army, who finished second and third in the
competition.

This result marked the continuation of a decade of
success for the Rice rugby club, which has been a peren-
nial competitor in the postseason, with multiple Texas

and Western U.S. championships
during that period. Despite its
record of excellence, however, the
team regularly faces funding short-
falls when its success leads to
postseason travel. The trip to the
Sweet Sixteen at West Point, New
York, was initially financed on assis-
tant coach John Connolly's credit
card and was eventually covered by
emergency grants from Rice rugby
alumni and from the university. The
club now is reaching out to alumni
from the '80s and beyond to place
rugby at Rice on a financial footing

on par with their athletic success.
The rugby scene at Rice has changed dramatically since

the mid-'80s. At that time, the club operated without
coaching and with so many graduate students and non-
students that the Owls were ineligible for collegiate
competition. Despite fielding talented teams—Mike Glass
'87 and Brannan Smoot '89, for example, went on to play
for the U.S. national team—and taking home some state-
level club titles, the club lacked continuity and appeal as
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Olympic Mettle

Margaret Fox '00 (Baker) com-
peted in the 4x400-meter relay
at the 2000 Olympics in Sydne)
for Canada, her home country.
The 5'3" athlete was a member
of the Rice team, coached by
Victor Lopez, that won the
4x400-meter relay at the NCAA
Indoor Track and Field Cham-
pionships in 1997, and she
earned track-and-field all-Ameri-
can honors in 1997 and 1999.
Although the Canadian team did
not quality for the finals, they
placed fifth and sixth in round-
one heats.

champions
Kansas.
Over the next few years, the team continued its success

and became a popular choice with undergraduate men
looking for an opportunity to compete at a high level in
a demanding sport. The Owls have learned that keys to

success are proper equipment, dedicated coaching, and

the ability to travel outside of Texas to compete with

national powers. Thanks to alumni partnerships,

they are increasingly able to meet these needs.
In 1996, rugger alumni formed the Rice Rugby

Alumni Association to support the undergradu-
ate club. The association's primary focus was to
establish an endowed fund for rugby at Rice,
which was achieved in 1999. The endowment,
initially established with over $25,000
donated by alumni from the '90s and late '80s, will
eventually produce enough income to provide sig-
nificant support for operations and development of the
sport at Rice. The alumni dream is for the team to become

competitive with national powers like University of Cali-
fornia-Berkeley, winners of the national title in 17 of the
last 21 seasons. Fueled by a deep endowment and strong
alumni support, the UC-Berkeley Bears are one of the
few rugby teams accorded varsity status by their athletic
department.
For the last few seasons, the Owls have been sponsored

by Stewart Title Company, whose president and CEO,
Stewart Morris Jr. '71, was a member of the original
rugby team at Rice in the late '60s. This sponsorship has

provided new unitbrms and safety equipment for the field
at Rice, among other bend- ts. Another milestone

in alumni involvement was when

Robert "Chip" Matthews

Air Force

a pursuit for undergraduates.
Driving four hours to Corpus
Christi to play a physical game
against older athletes can be an
acquired taste.
Changes began with the re-

cruitment of regular coaching
in 1988. Phil Meyer '89 con-
vinced Duncan Rossiter, a New
Zealander then coaching a lo-
cal club side, to make the trek
to South Main twice a week to
work out a team of undergradu -
ates. Improvement was imme-
diate, and the team won its first
Texas collegiate championship
in 1989 under Welshman Steve
Zeal. The Owls got their first
taste of postseason play—and
the associated financial costs—
falling to eventual national

in regional action at Lawrence,

significant designated gift to the club over a number of
years, with half of each year's contribution going to
current operations and half to the endowment.
The Owls have been coached in recent seasons by Ed

Brown, a stalwart of the Houston rugby scene, who has

provided continuity and a U.S.-born role model for his
charges. With the additional support of alumni, the club
will continue to receive excellent coaching and will be

able to undertake travel to compete at a national level

without going into the red each season.
"For all the wonderful experiences at Rice," says Sean

Park '90, "I am sure I speak for most Rice Rugby alumni
when I say that playing rugby was one of the most
valuable experiences I had at Rice and perhaps in my life."
The alumni have shown a commitment to sharing this

experience with the next generation of Rice rugby ath-
letes. "Although it is unlikely that Rice—or any school—

will seriously challenge UC-Berkeley in the immediate
future, there is no reason to think that it cannot be done
in the medium term," says Park. "And in the meantime,

Rice will continue to graduate 15 to
20 men each year with unacknowl-
edged—but very real—degrees in
leadership, teamwork, and courage."

-KEITH COUCH
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EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN

The Old Chemistry Building, a staple of the Rice
landscape since 1925, has been renovated into a
state-of-the-art science building and renamed Howard
Keck Hall. As part of the Rice: The Next Century
Campaign, Keck Hall was rededicated in September
2000. See related article, pg. 30.
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